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Grand Jury at New York Is Now Prof. Llnderman Contradicts Gov
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MINER

STILL ALIVE

WITHJROKEN

Denver, Colo., August 16. "In my
judgment the value of tjie property
of the Lost Bullion Spanish Mines
company is upwards of 120.AOO.onn
There is from 1600,009 to 1800,000
01 ore in signt, and the Ultimate pos
siblllties ef the mine r Immense."
Almost everybody was prepared to
hear that the evidence submitted by
the defense in the Lost iJollton case
would consist of such a statement.
But exceedingly few outside of those
In the secret expected that it would
be made by Prof. Karl Linderrrwin,
,
'
of Boulder.
If any mining engineer In the west
is worthy of the steel of Waldemar
Llndgren, of the United States geological survey, it Is Prof. Llnderman.
From the point of experience and
scientific knowledge, It will be very
hard for the United State attorneys
to discredit the witness. Educated
at Saarbruecken, Germany, with all
the proverbial and almost exaggerated thoroughness of Germans, he is a
mining engineer
of position and
achievements. It was ho who discovered Linderman's Lake la Alaska. It
was he who devised the scheme for
draining ttve workings of thw Santa
Rita old Spanish mine in New Mexico at the instigation of William G.
Whitney, then secretary of the navy.
By this means many hundreds of
thousands of dollars were made for
the investors.
He has studied the
history and characteristic of,. eid
Spanish, mines.
He- ris discovered and
managed
mines all over the world, whose earnings have become a matter of history.
It is said that he built the flrsfhouse
in Denver. He came here in 1868,
and testified yesterday that he built
the first or mill In Colorado. He
has mined and studied the mineralogy and geology of the rich districts,
not only of the United States, but
South Africa, Australia, Saxony and
A am la.
His appearance Is typically Teuton-iexcept that his stature is small.
His manner on the witness stand is
earnest and sincere to the point of
enthusiasm. And he gave it as his
opinion yesterday that the orooerty
of, the Lost Bullion Spanish
Mine
company is not a natural limestone
cave, but a mine, formerly worked
by the Spaniards.
He gave his reasons for his belief.
His testimony In part was as fol.
Ijws:
Work Done by Human.
"The cross-cuttin- g
from on vein
lo the other showed every sign of
having been done by human hands.
A iso I saw that the passages
had been
filled in with broken rock and masses
or ore. -- The regularity of the
was another fact that convinced
me that it is an old SDanlsh mine.
also the rich mineral condition of the
ta.'is. The filling that is In the mine
is rrmde up of rock and ore that ham
fallen from the veins above.
stalactites, accord.
"The
Ing to the witnesses for the government, are not a regular staler-titl- e
formation, but the crystallisation of
lime that could be formd in from
six to 60 years, not from 400 to 600
years, as tne government
experts
have said. Of this I have seen proof
in certain mines in Colorado.
"The rock wedges that held un the
arches and rock, preventing
them
from caving Into the atope in some
cases, snowed tnat they had been
beveled off so as to slip in."
Worked
Time.
Regarding the time he had snent
on his examination of the property,
Prof. Llnderman made an Important
point for the defense. One of the
claims on which Mr. Franklin has
laid most stress Is that the aovern- Ment engineers only made a cursory
investigation into the property of the
company. Both Waldemar Lindgren
an 1 James C. Cllmo admitted that
they had tal.cn less than a day to
examine th- al.eged mine.
Prof. I iittrman,
on the other
band,
his investigation had taken
days.
him
He said he had spent six
days on the surface and three looking into the underground part of the
property. He took upwards of 200
bam plea, anI made 24 assays, each
of them an ore reduction from 10
samples.
"I never before saw limestone
caves of any size. All the others I
have examined, when they were natural caves, were small. I never saw
a limestone cave In which the floor
Is level, as In the case in the Loet
Bullion mine. Even though
this
were a cave, the fact would not preclude the existence of minerals In It.
anil Silver Found.
"Gold end sliver have been found
frequently In limestone," Prof.
added. This is In direct opposition to one of the points made
by the United States.
"In Ijake county, Colorado, and
other districts In this state, and near
Helena, Montana, good values have
been obtained out of a formation similar to that of Hear mountain.
"From one assay 1 f,ud three
colors of free gold In the pan." Re.
Ing shown a map, he declared that
he had made it, and that It represented the property of the company.
o.

pas-rag- es

BACK

Blsbee. Arlx., August 16. Struck
In the back by a large stone falling
from the roof of the drift in which
he was mucking, and suffering a
broken back, as well as other injuries, John Kalvln, aged about 60 years,
a Slavonian working on the 1,'tOO
foot level at the Oliver shaft of the
C. & A. company, may die.
Kalvin. who was engaged in mucking in the drift, was In a stooping
posture when a large rock fell from
the roof, striking him 4a the small
of the back and throwing him over
on his face, causing him to break hW
nose and bruise his face as well as
breaking
his back.
'
His lower limbs are paralysed and
while there Is a chance that he may
recover his health, otherwise it U
probable that he wi'l be a helnlt.'s
cripple.
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J. Sum II, president of the
t'oiiuiHTiial
'IVhgruplicrs' Interim-(ioiu- il
uuiou. lie is in Ctiicugo.
Kamuel

PEACE
United States Wants Compact
With South and Central American
Nations.
COUNTRIES

m

ITlN

PresIdentSmall Expects Every
FAVi OF SCHEME
Union Operator In Country to Walk Out
It Will Guarantee Goodwill on En
Today.

asa

OTHER

UNIONS
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New York, August 16. When the
grand Jury began Its hearing of the
newly found evidence whlcn is expected to start a string of Armenian
toward the little room
of the Iron door at Sing Sing, It had
something more tangible and perhaps
more convincing than the mere wora
of trapped conspirators to go by. It
had the deadliest collection of mur
der tools that hag ever been l:una
under one roof in New York.
Acting upon information embodied
In the statement of Klssak Jolallan.
a squad of detectives went late yesterday afternoon to a dingy tenement
street.
at No. 817 East Forty-nlgt- h
On the ground floor of this building
Is an Armenian restaurant, where It
have
is now known many killings
been plotted by the dreaded Hunch- aklsts.
The detectives went straight to the
coal cellar. In a bin they found a ton
or more of hard coal, which they removed, lump by lump. Underneath
was a cunningly devlBed trapdoor,
which, when raised, revealed, a veritable Bluebeard's tool chest.
neatly m rows were
Arrayed
knives with poisoned tips deadlier
than a rattler's fangs; revolvers of a
certain unique type, like the revolver
that killed the millionaire rug merchant, Tavlahanjlan. in Union square,
three weeks ago;, bottles ., filled with
drugs, the vapors of which are fatal,
and twimlii enough to Mow -an ordlr
nary building into" "powder." It was
of the Hunchaklsts
the work-sho- p
that the detectives had unearthed,
commonplace
coal bin.
under a
There were three slender little files,
a scratch on the skin wtth the point
of one of which would mean death,
for each file's tip had its coating of
poison, just as Jolaliau
had said.
Three long daggers were similarly
treated, so that the wounds would be
fatal even though the blades might
fall to reach, a vital organ.
Under the seals of three well stoppered bottles was hydrocyanic acid,
better known as prusslc acid, even
the fumes of which are dangerous.
There was an Iron bomb and powder
to fill it, with fuses and other attachments to set it off. Wooden molds
for making bombs, a steel chisel, a
bottle of sulphate of antimony and a
Jar of unidentified white powder were
also found.
Bedros Wachadorian, now In Jail,
Is supposed to be the actual slayer of
the merchant.
lUtent search Is being made for
Alexan Argonlan, said to be the present head of the murderous gang.
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IN PLAN EOR

Murderous Armenian Society Famous Mining Expert Says
Property of Lost Bullion
Was Prepared to Kill All
Company Is Very
Victims Named
Rich.
For Death.
OEADLIEST

FORECAST

Denver, Col., August
tonight and Saturday.

GREAT STRIKE WHICH

WIRE

PARALYZED

UULLARS

FOUND

1G.

WEATHER

tire Western Continent and Will
Prevent Continued Petty
Bickering of Past

MAY

Years.
Washington. D.

tlmniM ImmmllntAlv hv IhA KfM
RrIM ulinn !U1A ll'iliim T'ti .m Mwn n-- . m. Im 1KTau. Vnab f.l
A great crowd gathered and diewred the operators as Uiey left the building.
Traffic was soon
unpeucti ami it iook mountcu HMice I . clear a way llurougli.
1

I

Out as Sympathetic

lOHtal men.

KENTUCKY

GIRL KILLED 1 1

BY HER DRUNKEN

-Y-

ROSWELL SEVEN LIVES ARE

EAR-OLD

BOY COMMITTED

SUICID

i

Shot Her After She Twice Re. Arrested For Steal) ng. He
fused to Go With
cured Gun and Shot
Him.

Se-

HImselfj

Two Killed at Old Orchard In
Fire Early This
Morning.

POSSE IS SEARCHING
YOUNGEST CASE Of
BUILDING COLLAPSE
;
OR HIM IN HILLS
KILLS FIVE CHICAGOANS
KIND ON RECORD
J
--

Ashland,

August 16. While
In a drunker frenzy Sam Arnett and
Tom Sheppard,
of Goodloe. Floyd
county, went to the home of Samuel
Stephens a half mile from this city,
last night and endeavored to entice
Miss Nora, the young daughter of
Stephens, from home. She refused
to go and they endeavored to carry
her away, but she fought them so
desperately that they were compell
ed 10 release ner. as she ran into
the house, both men drew guns and
began shooting wildly, declaring their
intention of killing the whole family.
Will Stephens, a brother of the girl.
appeared at this Juncture and tired
at Arnett, inflicting a fatal wound.
Sheppard ran away when he saw
Arnett fall, tout a few moments later,
when sites Nora stepped into the
yard to pick up Amett's hat, which
haa dropped wtaen the dying man was
carried into his Intended victim's
home, Sheppard again appeared and
attempted to induce her to leave
home with him.
Killed the Girl.
When she refused for the second
time, and started te run into the
house, he fired at her, the bullet
striking her hip. As she fell he
grasped her and putting his revolver
Into her mouth, fired a bullet Into
her brain. Dropping her body, he ran
Into the woods and has not yet been
captured, though an armed posse,
stirred both by vengeance and a
of $500, is looking for him.
Should he be captured before the
present feeling Is lessened, he will
undoubtedly be lynched.
After his sister had been cared for,
Will Stephens surrendered
to the
sheriff here for shooting Arnett, but
was immediately released,
as the
sheriff refused to arrest him.
Ky.,

rd

Roswell, N. M., August 18. Lowell Oooley, eleven years old, committed suicide at the home of his father,
E. P. Cooley, an engineer on the
Pecos Valley railroad, here last night,
by shooting himself through the head
with a revolver. His arrest for stealing and the fear that his father
would not help him avoid the disgrace of serving time in the city jail
is believed to have been the cause.
The boy was arrested some time
since for disorderly conduct, and yes- leraay ne was arrested a second time,
the charge in this case being stealing
$10 from a bicycle shop. He was released to appear today, for trial.
On going home, it was noticed that
the lad was brooding over the affair
as he did not expect that his father
and
would give him aid
this time. The police Judge had been
with
him and given him kindlenient
ly advice, but the fact that there have
been many depredations of late hv
boys, necessitating
frequent arrests.
made it apparent to the boy that
there would be trouble In his case.
Shot TlirouKb Brain.
He took a revolver from his father's dresser and went out to a cow.
lot His father noticed him alttlns
beneath a tree there and he called
him to bring the cow home. After
a second summons the boy replied
that he would 'be there Immediately
ana tne rather went Into the house,
only to be called hastily out by the
round of a revolver shot. He found
his son s bodv lvlng in a nonl of
blood, with a bullet hole trough the
brain.
The suicide of this boy is bellevptl
to be the youngest case of premed
itated, sen destruction on record.
step-moth-
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Omaha. Neb., August 16. Trouble
among the shop men of the Harrl-ma- n
system is brewing. Two executive omcsrs of the Machinists' union
left Omaha today for Los Angeles,
Cal., where a conference of employe
of the shopmen of all the Harrlman
railroads will be held next Sunday.
Demands will be formulated and
presented to the railroads and the
workmen are prepared to bf.:k their
demands with a strike unless they
are granted.
The unions Involved are the machinists, blacksmiths and bollermak-er- s
and the roads concerned are the
Union Pacific, Oregon Short Line
Navigation company. Southern Pacl-fl- o
and Houston & Texas Central. The
San Pedro is exempted from the trouble.
This trouble is separate from the
strike among shopmen
which has
been In force on the Southern Pacific for two weeks.
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He pointed out In It the dykes of
Iron and porphyry, and the veins
which the prosecution claims do not

Old Orchard, Ms.. August K. Two
lives were
and five persons in-

lot

jured, three seriously, as the result
oi a fire which swept this seaside resort last night, causing a loss of from
rs
half to
of a million
dollars. Seventeen summer hotels,
sixty cottagoe and a score of buildings occupied by stores, were destroythree-quarte-

ed.

ilvo Killed In Chicago.
Chicago, August Itj Five persons
were killed and eleven others Injured, three seriously, early today, in
the collapse of a two-etoframe
buildings on Fry street, occupied as
a boarding house. The bodies of the
deaki were taken from ruins by policemen and firemen, who risked
their Uvea crawling under the ruins
to rescue the victims.
The dead are:
MRS. ANNA NOSAL, owner of the
boarding house; her son, daughter
ry

A Lb K KT

Prof. Llnderman was on the stand
from 11 o'clock yesterday morning
KmtpNliot f Wmlcy Russell,
until .1 o'clock this evening. At the national w Tvtar y Musunr of inter.
the
end of that time he was turned over
pliers' union, uIm, until Prel-den- t
to Asslstunt United States District
Small, arrived from San 1 ran.
Attorney Knaebel for cross
cIm'o, niaiiagtxl Uie great gtrlke from
i iiicago.
-- 1

STEHM, a boarder.

WRONG MAN IS KILLED
BY A JEALOUS

Waylaid Tllden Barnes But
Killed Morris Vangosen
1
by Mistake.
Cumberland,
Md
August 16.
Angered because his wife walked
home from a dance a few feet in
front of him and his companion, in
company with Tllden Barnes, a Baltimore A Ohio employe, William
Jones waylaid Barnes, but In the
darkness of midnight mistook Morris
F. Vangosen, a telegraph operator,
for Barnes and killed him. Jones
fired two loads of shot into Vangos-en'- s
body.
Jones is 24 years of age and his
wife 15. Both Barnes and Vangosen
were good friends of Jones' and his
child wife and there was no cause
except insane Jealousy for Jones' act.
Vangosen, Jones
After shooting
went home without stopping to see
how badly his victim was hurt and
the body was not discovered until
this morning as the shooting took
place on a secluded street.
When
the body was found, two unloaded
shells were discovered nearby and
officers Immediately went to Jones'
home, It having been reported to
them that he was carrying a shotgun last night, and found that the
shells fitted his gun. He made no
denial of the shooting, but said he
had shot Barnes and not Vangosen.
I'ntll he was confronted with Barnes
in his cell, Jones Insisted that he
had not shot the telegraph operator.
ll.YIUUMAX

exlHt.

Measure.

Chicago.. 111., August
LOST strike
of .the oomimerclal
ers

IN TWO SERIOUS

C

August

II

Members ol Typographical Union There is a strong Impression here
that Mr. Root, seoretary of state, will
propose to President Dlaa of Mexico
May Refi&e to Handle Telethat he unite with the United States
graph Matter and May Go
In Initiating a

IS. The
telegraphof the United States and Canada
has reached an acute situation and
It Is hourly becoming more serious.
President Samuel J. Small, of the
Commercial Telegraphers union, arrived hero last night and at once
held a conference
with Secretary
Russell and the other leaders of the
union. This evening he will confer
wtth President Samuel Qompers, of
the American Federation of Labor,
and Labor Commissioner Nelll, representing the government.
It is not
understood that the local representatives of the telegraph companies will
participate in this conference, though
they havo been invited to do so.
"I expoot that every union telegrapher in the country who has not already done so, will walk out today,"
said Small.
,
General Secretary Russell of the
telegraphers'
Ja authority for
the statement that every commercial
teleffrflnli n r r rv wKa KaIaa
or Is in sympathy with the union will
be out by tonight He-- also Intimated
mm n liunrnsiKHiai xypograpnical
Union 2116 V become InvnlveH n IK.
strike.
May Involve Other Unions.
Many of tho leading members of
that Union IM aHmiAlv MnaMaWn.
the question of calling a strike of all
printers employed on papers which
receive telpvreinh rnnrt ivhinh
tically Includes the entire membership of the union. AH messages,
according to Secretary Rusnell must
iw najiaiea uy non-unimen and
the orlntera miv nhlert tn hnnHiin
such meroagea.
W hmt opt nn,
mav
lab..i , K.f
V
u .110" J
Xv norm n h lra I TT n 1. n nMnain.
k.
seen, but it is altogether possible that
.t
thta anil nth.. iinfnna
with concerns which are using message coming over the Western Union
and Postal wires rmiy go on a strike
witnin. me next rew days.
Ueneral
an
Secrets re t?m.h
nounced that the Associated Press
strike has been fflelally endorsed
and that all Associated Press -- men
Who Wl In rittllHt ahnnt Hal - ....should be informed that all of them
should quit work pending the signing
oi ine scaie oy ineir general man
ager.
C. E. HIM. a mmhr nf iha na
tional executive board of the C. T. P.
A., reached Chicago yesterday and
Said ttOJlitlVPlv thn whllA th. mAn In
Canada have no grievances, they are
ai a moment s notice to go out
ruiy
to help the American union to win.
Nelll Acting for PrexVlent.
President Roosevelt will not concern
himself personally with the telegraphers' Btrlkf. flnrillnv n.
- !,..
Information obtainable here.
Appeals to the president to take
some action looking t. a ju.tMj.mun
.v- ,of the strike hua hp.n r,nAiv- executlvo office from boards of trade
(Continued on Page Eight.)
.
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conference of American states, which shall have for its
object the framing of a treaty designed to insure the permanent peace of
the western continent.
Central American
diplomats who
have remained
in
Washington
throughout the heated term are now
leaving either for fall visits to their
own countries or for northern or
coast resorts. For the past six weeks
a series of conferences have been in
progress with Mr. Bacon, and a general understanding has been reached.
Mr. liacon has gone to the home of
Mr. Rnnt nt tlHnn M V n h- - n..
pose of informing him 'of the trend
of the conferences and the decision
of the diplomats.
AdviMabillty of peace Seen.
There develops no division of opliv-le- n
as to the advisability of securing a peace pact for the Central and
Isouth .Americans, but the countries-Individuallshrink . from takirvg an
initiative step because of the fear of
ful of their neighbors. Neither- - the'

y

.w-

tralnt

-

a.w.

.wW

Iwwia

on such ground. - and
countries are sincere In wUhlnir
altrululin anA .m .Ifl.k

'
both
1 W

.

frnn

manent peace on the continent. .
Mr. Root announces
a oostDone- -.
ment of the time of his visit to Max- ico until nearly the first day of October. The object of the delay la to
permit of exchanges with Mexico, so
that a much better groundwork can
be prepared for the verbal exchanges
In the City of Mexico.
Conntrk's Are Favorable.
Mr. Bacon will tell Mr. Root that
the South American countries are
favorable to the proposed peace cora- .

DSQt

Wtthnilt

ftntfntl--

Utufr nF

them have enjoyed eras of peace
rney Delleve
"miiih meu- ooraers.
the continuance of disorders in Cencrlvea
tral America
all nf ih smith.
em half of the continent an unsavory
anu unaeairaDie
reputation,
and
proves a handicap to Its development, to Immigration there, and te
Investments.
The Central
American
countries
are disposed to encourage the peace
movement Just now, very largely because of their fear of the aggression of President Zelaya's head of
the government of Nicaragua, who is
outspoken In his Intention of forming a confederacy
of the Central
American states after a conquest of
them.
The one drawback to the situation,
as It Involves the Central American
and their position, is their insistence
that the United States and Mexico
will unite in guaranteeing the term
of the peace compact and Its en
forcement, If entered into.
-

OXK
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IV,
PAJSSKXtiF.It WltlXTC.
Kansas City, Mo., August 16. At
Weston. Mo., early today, one person
was killed and four seriously Injured In the wreck of Burlington passenger train No. 20, southbound.
The dead man Is Louis N. Will-lam- s,
traveling salesman of Kansas
City.
The entire train with the
of the diner was derailed.
The track was torn up for 250 feel.

WOII.I)

OWN ALL KO IK.
Iteno, Nev., August 16. "AH the
railroads of the country would be
mine If I could get control of them,"
'i ssMissasssassasWssf
u&im(WjjmMMamie.:iim-i,rsaid K. II. Harrlman on his arrival
..... .. 1.1. ...
-- Ih1 .I.IL-n-- . ,
Mtt
KlllllksJlf
I... mem, urn
at Sparks yesterday. In an Interview
.
me
In which he discussed his work and tlilcai
i.tru l iilon ollUf. Tlicre U a very larse iim iiii'ii ofinuii u
his ambition.
oMTittr all oier the country, uutl nearly all sro !.al ui.ionlM. moiih
i
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RAILROAD DEPARTMENT
i

I I

(. I I'; It
ll,IMII,l
NAM K AS LAW Ul'

SAVE

PRESIDENT'S
HELP
Want Federal Aid Against
Slate Rate and Other
Legislation.
Washington. August 1. The sren-eunderstanding
that President
Roosevelt in preparing to complete
prohis railroad and corporation
gramme at the coming session of
has been emphasized the
that
past few days by Information
the railroad interests are consulting
among themselves with a view to endeavoring to reach an agreement
with the executive.
This presents the ppectade of the
railroads, which viciously fought the
rate policy of the president, convinced that they must not only obey the
existing law, but expect legislation
curtailing practically unlimited powers, turning to the president for protection against the states, in many
of which drastic proceedings are under way or In prospect.
The president's railroad policy Is
understood to have been discussed by
him with Attorney General Bonaparte during his visit to Oyster Hay
lust week, and to have formed one of
the subjects of discussion with Secretary Taft nt Sagamore Hill today.
It is the belief here that the president Is not in sympathy with the proposed
prosecution of the railroads
for their action In giving rebates to
the Standard Oil trust, as disclosed in
the Chicago cases. In this connection attention has been called to a
paragraph in the last annual message of the chief executive in wnich
ho said:
Kelwitos Due to FrcsMire
"Rebates are as often due to the
pressure of big shippers (as shown
In the investigation of the Standard
Oil Company and as has been shown
Hi nee by the investigation
of the tobacco and sugar trusts) as to the Initiative of big railrttds. Often railroads would Jlke to combine for the
purpose of preventing a big shipper
from maintaining improper aavani
ages at the expense of small shippers
Kucn a
and of the general public.
combination, Instead of being forbld- ipti hv law. should be favored.
The evidence upon which the
Standard Oil was convicted was freely given by 'the Chicago and Alton
and while no promise of Immunity
was made the "square deal" In the
Judgment of the administration rerailroads
quires that it and all
which have been considerate of the
government in this proceeding should
be treated with leniency.
One reason why the president and
the railroads as well are anxious to
terminate the railroad agitation is
found in the assertion of Jurisdictioi
over the carriers by the states. North
4
Carolina recently has put a 2
cent per mile passenger rate Into
effect; AJabama has imposed a 2 2
Virginia has enforced
cent fare;
rates from 2 cents for certain roads
to S 2 cents for others. What is
true of the South Is true of other
sections of the country.
ComnilHhlon. Decrees
The Interstate commerce commission has decreed that the interstate
rate shall not exceed the sum of the
locals; but there is such a bewildering mass of rates, not only for passengers but for freight, that the railroads, to say nothing of the federal
government, hardly know when they
are violating a state or a federal law.
that the
It Is a condition of chaos proposed,
He
president anticipated.
as
far as
4t is said, to restore order
h can by making the interstate railroads subject only to federal control
through the method of a national license law.
H has been proposed to him that
provision authorizing the Inierstat
decide
to
commerce commission
whether a railroad may Issue new semake incurities and where it thall
vestments of its surplus capital. It is
granting
this
understood he favors
Jurisdiction lo the commission, but
whether he will recommend it be
given is a question that will be determined within the next few weeks.
rJ

tngrs

273 RAILROAD MW8
PASSED LAST YEAR
Chicago, Illinois, August 1. The
Railway Age began on July 12 the
publication of a comprehensive summary of the legislation affecting railways which has been, passed by the
various state and territorial legislaAbtures at the sessions of 1907.previous
stracts have been given in
issues of the acts passed in the folAlalowing states and territories:
bama, Arizona, Arkansas. California,
Iowa,
Indiana,
Colorado, Illinois.
Kansas. Maine, Michigan. Minnesota,
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada. New Hampshire, New Mexico,
New Vork. North Orollna, Oklaho
ma and Oregon.
As nearly as can be ascertained
the total nuin
from official aourc
ber of general laws affecting rail
ways which were pased by the legstates and terislatures of thirty-tw- o
ritories Is 272. This dives not Include
a number of special acts affecting Individual lines.
It may be noted that the follow
ing list does not include some states
legislatures met last
In which the
spring. In these cases Mther it has
been impossible as yet to secure of
ficial copies of the acts or no laws afIn the
fecting railways were
place of laws in Oklahoma provisions
of the proposed state constitution
to.
affecting railways are referred
The revised list of the states and ter
laws In reference
ttorles in which
to railways were paed. and the
In
state, is given
each
passed
number
below :
Alabama. 16; Arizona, 3; Arkansas,
18; (vdllfirnia, 1; Colorado, 1; Illin
ois. 3: Indiana. 17; Iowa, 16; Kansas,
21; Maine. 3; Michigan, 6: Minneso
; Neta. 24; Missouri, 11; Montana, Hampbraska, IB; Nevada, 1; New
shire. J; New Jersey. 5; New Mexico,;
2: New York, 3: North Carolina.
Oklahoma, 6; Oregon 2: Pennsylva
nia, s; South Dakota, 15: Tennessee,
7; Texas, 21; I'tah. 6; Washington,
I; West Virginia, 5; Wisconsin, 19;
Wyoming, 1. Total, 272.
.

at this moment, in view of the penalty imposed upon the Standard Oil
company for the failure of the car
rier which transported its oil to post
freight rates In A proper manner.
The commission says that the pub
lished rate governing transportation
between two given points, so long
as it remains uncanceled, is as fixed
and unalterable, either by the shipper
or by the carrier, as if that particular
rate had been established by a special
act of congress. When regularly published, t Is no longer the rate Imposed by the carrier, but the rate Imposed by the law. Regardless of the
rate quoted or Inserted in a bill of
lading, the published rate must be
paid by the shipper and actually collected by the carrier. The failure on
the part of the shipper to pay, or
of the carrier to collect, the full
freight charges, based upon the lawfully published rate for the particular
movement between two given points,
constitutes a breach of the law, and
will subject either one or the other,
and sometimes both, to Its penalties.
Not even a court, the commission as
serts, may interfere with a published
rate or authorize a departure from
it when it has voluntarily been established by the carrier.
On another point the commission
says that if a carrier, contrary to a
shipper's Instructions, forwards cars
by a more expensive instead of a
cheaper route, or, without any Instructions, sends the cars by the
more expensive route, such nction is
prima facie without justification and
constitutes a fair basis for reparation.
Hut if the shipper gives definite Instructions to move the cars by the
more expensive route the carrier is
relieved of the obligation to forward
by the cheaper route.
DRAKEMAX WANTS
250,000 FOR 1XJIRIF.S
El Paso, Tex., August 16. Suit for
25,0(10 damages against the Southern
Pacific in which John Crowder, of
Tucson, Ariz., Is plaintiff, was filed
In the
district clerk's oflice thU
morning.
The petition sets out that the
plaintiff was employed as a rear
brakeman on a train of the defendant
company, running between Tucson
and Henson. and that while performing such duties it was necessary for
him to go out on top of the train.
It is alleged that while the train
was slowing down for the station at
Irene Ariz., on Nov. 9, 1906, Crowder started to go up on top of a car
when a handhold pulled loose, letting
him fall to the ground.
injuries
alleges personal
He
whioh resulted in concussion of the
spine, and being, as he alleges, a
cripple for life, he asks damages.
Hy a contract, also filed with the
case the plaintiff assigns a 3 interest in the suit to Patterson Wallace,
his attorneys.
NEW TIME CARD OX
M EX ICY V CENTIt AL
August 16. The
E Paso, Texas,
new time card which was presented
to the government of Mexico for the
approval of the railroad commission,
has been accepted and It will go Into
effect August 18. No change will be
made In the leaving time of the passenger train out of the Union depot,
but the schedule will allow ten mindepot for
utes more at the Juarez
baggage inspection.
'will leave
limited
The northbound
the city of Mexico an hour earlier
than under the present schedule and
It will arrive in the Union depot at
six o'clock, as at present, the extra
time being given to make It possible
to run on the schedule time.
George P. Coekran. 214 West Iron
avenue, a conductor on the Santa Fc,
was taken to the Santa Fe hospital
yesterday afternoon suffering Intense
ly with appendicitis.
Geo. L. Curren. Santa Fe agent at
Hoehnes, has been called suddenly
eait by the serious Illness of his
mother.
. .
A. O. Beyer. Santa Fe agent at Iti
nera, left today for a trip to the
Jamestown exposition.
m
Superintendent Jas. Kurn left Las
Vegas yesterday for a trip east.
m

Life Insurance.
cents you can now
For twenty-fiv- e
Insure yourself and family against
any bad results rrom an aitaca oi
colic or diarrhoea during me summer months. That Is the price of a
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Chol
era and Diarrhoea Remedy, a medi
cine that has never been known to
fail. Buy It now, It may save life.
For sule by all druggist.
DEMURRER IS FILED
IX HIti DAM AC iE CASK
Santa Fe, N. M., August 16. A de
murrer filed by the defendant In the
damage suit of Harry Friday against
the Santa Fe Railway company was
argued and submitted today in cham
bers before Judge John, H. Mcne,
Friday was employed am a brakeman
on the Santa Fe Central railway and
met with an accident, falling from a
freight car which resulted in the loss
of a portion of one arm. He Instituted suit for damages in the sum of
Judge N. B. Iaughlin ap
S50.000.
pears us counsel for the rullrmul
company and Colonel
Oeorge W.
Prkhard as attorney for the plaintiff.
To show
I'll stop your pain free.
before you spend a penny
what my Pink Pain Tablets can da, 1
will mall you free, a Trial Package of
them Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets.
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Pe
riod pains, etc., are due alone to blood
congestion.
Dr. Shoop'a Headache
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
away the unnatural blood pressure.
That Is all. Address Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. Sold by all dealers.

vou first

CARELESSNESS CM'SES
I ItlGJIi I I I, ACCIDENT
Nogales, Ariz., August 16. C. W.
Peltan. a painter and decorator, and
one of the oldest residents of Nogales,
was accidentally killed by the discharge of his gun. He had been out
hunting with his wife and boy and
was probably descending a decline,
when In reaihlng out for the wagon
brake he put his foot on the triKger
of the gun InHend.
The gun was
standing up 1n the wagon, loaded, and
shot the back of his head off.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
jets gently upon the bowels and
clears the whole sygf,m of coughs
and colds. It promptly relieves Inflammation of the throat and allays
Irritation. Sold by J. 11. O Klelly &
Co.

CITIZEN.

10 PERSONAL

FRIDAY.

BIG NEW ENGINE
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Dr. H. L. Frush, of Wa'rous, visited Las Vegas yesterday.
Capt. K. O. Austen, of Las V'gas,

enjoying an eastern trip.
Horn. Wednesday, a bnby bov to
Mr. and Mrs, I. A. Lausen, 823 AV'est
Gold avenue.
Misses Jennie
and Ruth Horsley,
of Las Vegas, left this afternoon for
tS.
Madison,
D.
R. ,T Lydanne, claim nJli!"t.r of'
the Santa Fe, was in Las Veins on
business yesterday.
Miss Nellie
to'
leiun-'- l
Llttrell
Santa Fe yesterdiv after an extend
ed v:s.t in Las Vej'ia
Mrs, Bessie Jaffa, of West Copper
avenue. Is entertaining Miss Josephine
rrang .or Man Francisco.
Judge and Mrs. Henry L. Waldo.
and daughter. Miss Mary, of Kansas
City, are visitors In Santa Fe.
Henry A. Canter, merchant af
who has been visiting in Las
Vegas, has returned to his homo.
Mr. ani Mrs. .Roderick Stover are
expected home tlfls week from an ex
tended outing on the upper Pecos.
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. VinV have I
to their home at Las Vegas
after an extended visit in New Vork.
Mr. Laura C. Witten an 1 J 113)1
ter, Miss Bernlece, left Lis Vegis today for a trip to the state of Maine.
Chris, Haman, wife and daughter,
of Newton, Kan., are In Las Vegas
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. 8. H. Bec-ke- t.

Washington, P. C August 16.
g
The
plant of the United
States geological survey will begin
on August 2U a series of experiments
on eastern end southern coals that
may be of
importance to
the government and to the people In
general.
For two years the plant was In op
eration at St. Louis, and so astonish
ing were the results toward prevent
ing tne waste or the fuel resources
of the country that congress ordered
the work continued at (Norfolk. Al
ready the government experts con
nected with the plant have Indicated
the possibility of saving 10 per cent
of the country's coal bill each year
the sum of $150,000,000
through
increasea erneiency in burning coal.
Now the fuels of the east and south
are to be tested under the steam
boiler, In the gas producer and gas
engines, and by brlquetting, In the
hope that this saving may be further
demonstrated.
Include Two Clnssf of Work.
The law under which the fuel- testing plant Is to be operated con
templates two classes ot work In
creasing efficiency end preventing
waste in the utilization of the fuel re
sources of the country, and testing
coals that are used by the govern
ment.
Perhaps tne most Important tests
will be those comparing t)fe amount
of power obtained from a certain
amount of coal under the steam boiler and In the gas producer.
The gas engine bad demonstrated
In former tests Its ability to do from
two to nearly three times ns much
work with a pound of coal as the
steam engine. Prof. Robert H. Fer- nald. of St. Louis, engineer In charge
of the gas producer tests, will continue the experiments of the large
gas engine which has
been Installed In the plant. This engine will bo supplied with gas made
In two large producers and from the
same fuels that will be used under
boilers. In this wny the comparative
utility of slack coals, culm, lignite
and even peat will be determined, for
the tests made will show Just what
all these poorer fuels can do.
May Improve Steam Roller.
Prof. L. 1'. llrecklnridge, engineer
Ir. charge of the steam engineering
division of the survey, will endeavor
to increase the efftebmry of the steam
holler. His division has now practically succeeded in Isolating the
of the boiler from that of
the combined performance of the
boiler and furnace. Tests will be
made with the object of still further
determining the. efficiencies of the
furnace alone,
There will also be a series of ex
periments, tending to show what Is
necessary to burn these coals' without
smoke. The results will be important not only to the government, but
to every city in the country thai Is
fighting the smoke evil.
A considerable portion of the fuel- testing plant Is to be given over to
testing fuels for the navy, and the
entire brlquetting plant will be at Its
service.
In addition to all these experiments
tests will be made to discover the
exact cause of the spontaneous combustion of stored coal, In order that
loss from this source may be prevented.
fuel-testin-

GIRL'S

BURNS PROVE FATAL
Las Vegas, N. M., August 16.
Grlego,
Eulalla
the
daughter of Seferlno Grlego, who waa
seriously burned on the 18th of last
month by an explosion of a gallon
can of kerosene, died yesterday at
her home on Valles street on the
west side.
The young girl was attempting to
light a fire by the aid of a can of
kerosene when the explosion occurred, throwing the burning oil over
her clothes. Before the flames could
be extinguished,
her clothes were
burned from her body.
Her arms
and 'body were burned In a horrible
manner and it was thought that she
could not live but a short time. Up
to the time of her death yesterday,
she had been getting along very
nicely and It was thought that she
would recover.
Eczema.
For the good of those suffering
with eczema or other such trouble, I
wish to say, my wife had something
of that kind and after using the doctors' remedies for some time concluded to try Chamberlain's Salve and
It proved to be better than anything
she had tried. For sale by all drug
gists.

o

William Adair, a sheepman, who
has been in the city a few weeks on
business, left last "evening for Den
ver.
C. A. Wrlted, a Raton Jeweler, attended the first meeting of the New
Mexico Jewelers' association at Las
Vegas yesterday.
Mrs. Frank Strass and her guest,
Miss Blair, returned to Las Vegaj
yesterday from a two weeks' outing
in tne mountains.
Mrs. A. T. Barks, wife of Manager
Barks of the Postal Telegraph company In Las Vegas, left yesterday for
a trip to El Paso.
Miss Lena Millard, who has been
visiting with her sister, Mrs. W. II.
Lngles, In L&s Vegas. left yesterday
for her home In Denver.
J. E. Clark, superintendent of public Instruction, Is In the city from
Santa Fe, attending the Bernalillo
county teachers Institute.
R. L. Baca, speaker of the house
in the last territorial legislature, returned to Santa Fe last night after
a few days spent In this city.
George W. Armijo. county clerk of
Santa Fe county, who has been In
Ias Vegas on business, returned to
his home in Santa Fe yesterday.
The Woman's Home and Foreign
Mission society of the Presbvterlan
church met this afternoon with Mrs.
John, Hart, 306 West Coal avenue.
N. W. Wllkerson, recently of Scran-toPa., has succeeded Mr. Parker
as New-- Mexico1 manager for the In
ternational Corf espondence schools.
iMacarlo Oallegos and family left
Las Vegas this morning for tnelr
home at Mora, after spending a few
days with friends In the Meadow
City,
There will be a business meeting
of tho members of the Christian
church tonight to decide upon the
matter of purchasing a .piano for the
church.
E. L. Mlnnlch, who has been registry clerk at the Las Vegas postof-ficleft yesterday for Muncle, Ind.,
called there by his wife's serious illn,

e,

ness..

Misses Cora and Zalia Boore, who
have been the guests of Walter merman, at Las Vegas, arrived In this
city last night accompanied by Mr.

merman

A small blaze did slight damage
to the rooming house of Jack Dolza-dell- l,
315 South First street, at midnight last night. The origin of the
fire is unknown,
Supt. Marlon Llttrell, of the territorial penitentiary, has returned to
Santa Fe from Las Vegas, where he
took twenty convicts this week to
work on the scenic highway.
Dr. and Mrs. H. M. Smith, Mrs.
Henrietta Ilfeld, Dr. and Mrs. Fred
Clapp, Dr. and Mrs. C. 8. Losey returned to Las Vegas today from
camping the past week on the Rio De
La Casa.
The Mclntosh-Brown- s
benefit dance
given at Colombo hall last night proved a great success both financially
and socially. Over $100 was taken In
and thoe who attended had a very
enjoyable time.
A boy named I Baca, employed at
the American Lumber company mill,
received an ugly cut In his right hand
while at work yesterday afternoon.
A local physician was summoned to
dresg the wound.
The fall term of United States
court of this district will open at the
Bernalillo county court house on the
third Monday of September. A number of Important
and sensational
cases are on the docket to be tried.
Miss Luella Rlckert, daughter of
Senator Rlckert of Illinois, has arrived In Las Vegas from Santa Fe,
where she was the guest of Hon. T.
B. Catron's family. She will spend
several weeks In the Meadow City a
the guest of Mrs. H. J. Mueller.
Walter Benjamin, wife and three
children and two nelces, Misses Eve- -

CUflES
CHRQMC ULCERS

Chronic Ulcers are the result of a deeply polluted and foul blood supply.
The blood is filled with impurities and germs which are being- constantly
fed into the place through the circulation, until all the surrounding flesh
becomes diseased and the sore an obstinate and permanent trouble.
Ivvery symptom, of an old uicer suggests pollution ; the discharge, the red,
angry looking flesh, the inflammation and discoloration of surrounding parts,
all show that the ulcer is prevented from healing by the constant drainage
through it of impurities from the blood. This impure condition of the blood
may be hereditary, or it may be the remains of some constitutional disease,
or the effects of a long spell of sickness, leaving disease germs iu the system,
or the absorption of the refuse of the body which has not been properly
expelled through the natural channels. But whatever the cause, the blood il
bo weakened an I polluted that it does not properly nourish and stimulate
the place, and the sore cannot heal. Salves, plasters, lotions, etc., keep the
sore or ulcer clean, relieve pain, and perhaps retluce inflammation, but can
never permanently heal them because they do not reach the blood. S. S. S.
goes down to the very fountain-heaof the trouble, drives out all poisons
and germs, builds up the weak, sluggish blood, gives energy and strength
to the system, and by sending a fresh, healthy stream of blood to the diseased
parts, allows the ulcer to heal naturally and permanently. Nothing reaches
inherited taints like S. S. S. It cleanses the circulation of every trace of
hereditary disease or impurity, and those who have nursed and treated an old
sore for years will experience good results as soon as the system becomes
influenced by S. S. S. Hook on S ires and Ulcers and medical advice free to
sai wno write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. OA.
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JUST RECEIVED

FOR PRAIRIE

Is

Government Making Tests In
Order to Cut Down
Expenses.

LAS VEGAS

EVENING
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SUPPLY

I
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In a case decided recen'lv
the
Interstate Commerce commission the
commission lays down some rules
governing
railroad transportation
rates which are of decided interest
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ALBUQUERQUE

A large assortment of Ingrains and Brussels Rugs
and Carpets and a full
ng
line of
to furnish the house

SERVICE

Linoleum-Every-thi-

Santa Fe Is Receiving Some
Immense Locomotives
This Week.

WE CAN'T AND WILL NOT BE
DERSOLD.

FUTRELLE

CASH

FURNITURE

UN-

OR PAYMENT

CO.

Emporia.
Kan.. August IS. The
first of an order of thirty new en- 5
West End Viaduct
gines of the 1800 type arrived yesterday In the Emporia roundhouse.
OOOX)tOOtO0OOCOOO o
This type Is what Is known on the
railroad as the prairie type, and are
used on comparatively level countrv
for freight service.
The Baldwin
Locomotive Works Is the builder of
these machines.
From pilot to the back of the ten
WIWUUU il
der of one of these engines measures
nearly 100 reet. It Is fifteen feet, six
inches from the surface to the rail
to the top of the boiler, and the roof
of the cab extends eighteen Inches
higher, making seventeen feet. These
engines are the largest built of this
type and are among the largest lo
comotives made.
Their weight Is
about 182 tons, while the largest engine In the world weighs about 200
tons. The new prairie type locomo- Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A. Wood
tive Is equipped with the latest com- Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
mund cylinders, besides a compound
air pump, which Is the latest pump
ALL KINDS VEHICLES
oy
pui out
tne westeinghouse Company.
Write in for
Now Air Pump.
This air pump was invented bv a Catalogue and Prices
Topeka machinist, who was made
wealthy by his Invention. He was
paid a small fortune bv the Westlns- house Company for his patent, and
J. D. Eakln, President
Chsi. VfellB.1, ftoertJtiLrr
given a life time Job at $150 per
Q. Oloral, Vice President.
O. Bschecsi, Trcsssrcr.
month.
The tender holds eight-Kin- s
of coal
and 8,000 gallons of water. It requires about one ton of coal to furnish heat to run one of these engines
Bneeesaort to
1 liil ?i . (
ten miles, and 8.000 gallons of
MEUNI eV EAKIN, and BACH ECHI A QIOMf.
is converted
Into steam every live
hours.
WHOLESALE DKALCRB IN
The holler of one of thesi loco
motives Is elghty-sl- x
Inches, or seven
feet, six Inches In diameter.
The Santa Fe pnvs tho Ralilwln
Locomotive Works
Wt
iwrythlng In stoek to outfit too
0.''!'i for rverv
one of these machines. Thj contract
most fattldloas bor eomploto
price for the bunch of thirty Is J600.- Hsvs been appointed excluslva agents In the Southwest tsr
000. ltesldes this. It pos.s the c.m- R.
pany on an average of nea.lv J500
Schlltx, Wm. I.emp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone.
a month to keep them l:i repair.
Green River, V. H. McBrsyer's Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Men.
arch, and other atandard brands of whiskies too numeroue te msntlsn
line and Elizabeth Hall, of Victor.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Colo.. Miss Maude ltussell and tfe- Bat sell the strslglit article as .received by us from tfce best
cunrto
igll returned to Las Vegas
lserles
Distilleries and Breweries In tke United Stst a. Csll and tnsseet tw
yesterdny
from a several weeks'
camping trip In the Kio Pueblo and
Stock snd Prlcfj, or write for IUustrsted CsUlotue snd I
Wst,
around Taos.
Issued to dealers only.
W. O. Connor. Jr.. superintendent
of the New Mexico deaf and dumb
Institute. Alan It. McCord, chief clerk
In the olTlce of Surveyor General M. XKoeJOexKOeXJtKas
O. Llewellyn, and John
L. Zook,
druggist, have returned to Santa Fe
rrom a two weeks' fishing trip on
the Upper Pecos..
X. C. Flint, a brother of Tf T
Flint, assistant
to
Secretary Rav- nolds, arrived In Santa Fe yesterday
from 'Aguascaliente, Mexico, where
he has been employed for some time
as private secretary
to
Benjamin
me pnper and paint your
Johnson, superintendent of the Mex
Itouse.
Satisfaction
guaranteed,
ican Central railway.
l'rompt
attention to mail orders.
A word to the ladles: Never trust
your social or church notices 10 a
J. D. EMMONS, Successor to Stacy & Go.
man, unless you give them to him
about three days before you want
South
Lead
n
tnem to appear In the paper. Two
times out of three the notice will be OS0Os0OtXe0OS
brought to the office after the paper
nas been published and delivered.
Governor George Curry expects to
621 North First Street.
Phone No. 489
go to Koswell to be present at the
meeting of the Bar Association of
New Mexico on August 21. In that
city. The ibureau of immigration will
also meet there and the governor will
have a conference with the members
to post himself on immigration
affairs.
J. H. Avery, a member of the ex
ecutive board of the American Lum
ber company, left last night for his
home at Detroit, Mich., after a short
plant here.
visit to the company's
Mr. Avery nas been a visitor In Xew
Mexico quite often the past few years
and Is beginning to be a warm friend
of the territory. Its timber and its
climate, as a good place to live.
Edgar L. Hewett left Santa Fe today for Puye, where he wll spend
six weeks exploring the cliff dwellSouthwestern Brewery
A loo Company.
ings., lie wll be Joined Saturday by
a class of three post graduates representing
Harvard.
Columbia and
Yale universities.
One of these wi
THE
be a young woman. Mrs. J. E. Wood
of Santa Fe, will accompany
the
party which will form the first class
of the American School of ArchaeoWHOLESALE AND RETAIL
logy to be established In the capital
city.

J. Korber & Co. IkVES?

Consolidated Liquor Company

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
kp

J.

rlj

Fseioejr!
Weill
3Pgti:rat!
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Sconaand

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

RIFLE

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkots Rooting

TEAM PRACTICE
FOR NATIONAL

SHOOT

Las Vegas, N .M., August 16. The
rifle team, which is to represent the
territory of New Mexico at the na-

First and Marqoette

Albtfqoerqoe, New Mexico

OseKDSK5eXD000X50X3sK5s

tional shooting contest to be held
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
near Toledo, Ohio, Is spending a few
days at the encampment grounds
JV.
MALL. Proprietor
north of the city, preparatory to
Iron and Brhss Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars: Shaftmaking their trip east next week.
ings,
Pulleys,
Grade Bars. Babbit HeUU; Columns as a Iroa
Tho team is composed of picked rifle
Fronts tor Bull dinars.
shots from all over the territory, and
It Is expected that, when the final
on Mining and mill Mmehlnory m poolmltr
score Is announced at Camp Perry,
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. 1
New Mexico will hold a place high
In the ranks of sharpshooters.
roeX3eX3eX3eJOtCC0X
will
The members of the team
practice shooting at long range tomorrow, the practice
to continue
throughout the entire day.
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Sour
Stomacli

Mr, S. S. Ball, of Rmntwood. W, Vs., UTt.
" I wi. troubled with tour torach for twenty
Kodol cured me snd we ex now sting it la ml

'

sWITTt

KIDNEY

Prepared

by

tn

WIAK KIDNKVS

TV

BLADDER PILLI-t- tra

t. O. DeWITT

S
PAINT Covers more, looks be.t. w.srs
the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster, Lime. C.mont
Paint. Olass, Sash, Doors, Eto.
FIRST KTHKET AM COAL AVE. ALIICQCERQ.CE, NEW MEX
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

No appetite, loss ot strength, nervous
ness, headache, oonstlpatlon, bad breath,
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
Kodol relieves Indigestion. This new discovery represents the natural Juices of digestion as they exist In s healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonla
and reconstructive properties. Kodol for
dyspepsia does not only rellsve Indigestion
snd dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
helps all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening snd strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomsch.
lorb.br."
FOR BACKACHI

C. BAJL.DRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER

ui ttftj

St OO., OhlcasS)

0K)0oeK)sX3ex)s
A. C.

nU.U KE and JOHN

S. MITCIIFXL Invite their friends to make
New Mexico headquarters at

The Hollenbeck Hotel
Los
Angeles, California

Tour friendship

and patronage

Is sppreclated.

Courtesy

and

attention to guests Is a pleasure t3 us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and deBlrable.
Depot and beach line cara stop st the Hollenbeck door.
sXOOSXexjeX3sX)XOsjcXBX
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Denver, Colorado. August IB. If
the defendants In the Lst Uulllon
Spanish mines company
case
are
building
convicted the government
busy
will bo u
place between now and
October. A conviction of all or u
niajoiity of the eleven
defendants
would be the greatest possible incengovernment
to
to
olnVers
tive
the
u."e all possible vigor in pushing the
big batch of mining fraud
ucs that
the postoftlce inspectors are now inn the other hand, if
vestigating.
the Lo.-- liullion defendants
should
be acquitted, a large number of new
cases would probably be dropped.
As was ftateil yesterday, there are
'
I
.?
about 100 cases of alleged mining
frauds now bring investigated by the
srt V S
postofflce Inspectors.
J. R. Harrison
.
the Inspector in charge of the district, refused to give out any Inforof
these
mation In regard to any
"of course we are looking
these matters up," he admitted this
morning, "but some of the caws may
list of prizes, ranging from $1000 come to nothing.
I can sny nothing
high bred bulls to magnificent silver about the cases ot this time."
standing
In
over two feet
trophies
height, representing an outlay of over
Harvest of lakes
$20,000 have been assemble
for this
District Attorney Earl M. Cranfeature.
ston Is also reticient about the govExtensive Plans.
campaign against alleged
Extensive plans have been made, ernment's
mining frauds.
"I cannot diwuss
too for public entertainment.
An the subject t all," he said positively.
illuminated night parade presenting "The only thing that I can say Is that
a series of splendid allegorical floats Judge Lewis has as yet expressed no
Illustrating tne development of Ir- opinion In regard to calling u, grand
rigation from the dawn of civiliza- Jury."
tion to the present day has been
In spite of the reticence of the govplanned on a brilliant scale while a ernment
officials, there Is no doubt
splendid electrical illumination
of that within the past year the post-offithe city will oe a. feature. River and
Inspectors have been very actrailroad excursions to various parti ive In probing alleged mining frauds.
of the stale have also been arranged. There has been a regular campaign
Gov.
of Oregon Is on the part
Chamberlain
government
of
the
president of the congress and he wl.i against
the supposed fake mining
be received In state with a full mil- schemes.
all indications are
itary escort and a governor's salute at fault, aUnless
harvest from this work
of 19 guns.
of the inspectors will be gathered at
a session of the federal grand Jury
I will mall you rre. ;.i prove merit, In October.
samples of my Dr. Snoop's Restorative, and my Book on either DyspepThe Limit of Life.
sia, The Heart or The Kidneys.
The most eminent medical sclent-ltst- s
or
Troubles of the Stomach, Heart
are unanimous In the conclusion
Kidneys are merely symptoms of a that the generally accepted limitadeeper ailment.
Don't make the tion of human life Is many years becommon error of treating symptoms low the attainment possible with the
nly. Symptom treatment Is treating advanced knowledge of which
the
the result of your ailment, and not race Is now possessed. The critical
period, that determines its duration,
the cause. Weak Stomach nerves
60; the
the Inside nerves mean Stomach seems to be between $0 and
during this
weakness, always.
And the Heart, proper care of the body
and Kidneys as well, have their con decade cannot be too strongly tourged;
longtrolling or Inside nerves.
Weaken carelessness then being fatal
after 60
these nerves, and you Inevitably have evity. Nature's best helper
tonic
weak vital organs.
Here Is where Is Electric Bitters, the scientific
that revitalizes every organ
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made lti medicine
drugby
all
tame. No other remedy even claims of the body. Guaranteed
to treat the "Inside nerves."
Also gists. 60c.
o
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath
or complexion, use Dr. Shoop's ReAt this season we should eat sparWe should also
storative.
Write me today for sam- ing and properly.
ple and free Book. Dr. Shoop, Ra- help the stomach as much as poscine. Wis. The Restorative Is sold by sible by the use of a little Kodol occasionally. Kodol for Indigestion and
all dealers.
Dyspepsia will rest the stomach by
Subscribe for The cruxen and get actually digestion of the food Itself.
the new.
Sold by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
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Cal., August
Sacramento,
IS.
"Save the forests, store the floods,
reclaim the deserts and make homes
on the land." With this, their
thousands of prominent men In
public life from every part of the
country will gather In Sacramento
in.vith for the National IrrlRa-tio- r
lixt Congiep
(
discuss the objects
which contemplate
the fullest development of the nation's resources
upon which depend the continued
material progress and welfare of the
whole people.
Preparations are nearlng completion, covering every point bearing
upon work of the convention. Itself,
and the comfort and enjoyment of
those who attend. Tons upon tons
of publicity matter have been sent out
to every corner of the country and
those In charge predict the greatest
Congress In the history of the movement with nn attendance of at least
25.000 people. The publicity campaign, in Itself, has been remarkable ns waged by a large staff under
the direction of Chairman W. A.
Beard of the National
Executive
Committee and has cost In excess of
elo-ga- n.

$20,000.

WIlo 1 tan co.
The program as planned, covers
the widest possible range of subjects pertinent to the object of the
gathering.
In
Irrigation
foreign
countries which will send representatives,
will
be
dealt
with
and many novel features wlU be added. Governors, senators, congressmen, government officials, Including
Vice President Fairbanks, will be
among the speakers.
In connection with the meeting
of the Congress a number of events
have been arranged that will add
fcoth to to the value and Interest of
the occasion. Foremost among these
Is a magnificent
Interstate Exposition of Irrigated land products and
forest products and the greatest display of farm products ever assembled
In the United States Is assured. A
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The Age of Reason
bluff may go in a poker game, but in a cold blooded
business transaction, jou have got to show what your
and gold-bric- k
hand contains. The day of guff and flim-flastatements is passing. Men want facts upon which
they can figure.
A

m

do not need to quote our circulation results speak
for themselves. If you advertise in the Albuquerque Citizen, you advertise in a paper that enters more homes,
is more widely read and more enthusiastically endorsed
than any other paper within the boundaries of the territory. Observe the trend of events, and decide if this is true.
We

evening paper is logically the best medium for advertising. In the morning, men and women have time only
for the headlines and important news they have work to
do. In the evening, the day's work is done, and they
have leisure to read, not only the news, but the advertisements, as well. Apply reason to this and decide if it
An

is true.

The Albuquerque Citizen has at its disposal, a practical
and experienced advertisement writer, who has made a
thorough study of modern newspaper advertising, who will
give any assistance you may desire, or who will relieve
you entirely of the preparation of your advertisements, if
you so wish. The Albuquerque Citizen exercises discretion and taste in the setting of advertisements, and the
page. Weigh these advantages,
result is a well shown-uand decide if they arc worthy.
p

THE

CITIZEN

PUBLISHING

Capital Stock Only 300,000 Shares
PropertyCracker Jack

District, Death Valley, Calif., Co.
9, Cromwell Building, Albuquerque

CHAS. MELINI, V.

Cleveland, O.. August.
IS. The
.elf rffaeemeni from affairs which
William A. Rockefeller, 99 years old,
has sulTered while his oldest son,
John Davidson Rockefeller, accumulated millions enough to make him
the richest man in the world, Is still
unexplained.
The public was
to learn from
the recently
printed Interview with Frank Rockefeller that John D. Rockefeller had
a father who was still nllve, as none
had heard of him in years.
"Frank says." said the president of
a national bank lit Cleveland a year
ago to a reporter, "that every time
his brother John learns that Frank
has invested money in a certain enterprise he uses all his Influence and
the financial resources nt his command to wreck that enterprise. That
Is why you will be able to find no
one who will tell you where Frank
Rockefeller's money Is Invested. To
give the Information would be to be-
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CHANCE

Pres.

FOR

COAL
Best American Block, per ton.. $..60
$8.50
Anthracite Nut, per ton
Anthracite Stove and Furnace
per ton
$9.50

WOOD

breaking in

TOItNIIXO.
TEltMS STRICTLY CASII.

S.

needed

Beaven

Is

SAMPLE AND

!

CLUB ROOM

"Itegubir as the Sun."
an expression as old as the race.

the action of the liver and bowels
when regulated with Dr. King's New
Life Pills. Guaranteed by all druggists. 25 c.

Sf

"It lends

XL

THE

Mexican Central

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is co m
able from
'he start.

fort

can vor

IlKAT THIS?

way of bakery products? Certain it Is that you'll travel many a
Iii

the

weary mile to even equui our cakes,
plus, pastry, rolls, etc.
Our (foods
are always in demand, bwause those
who know appreciate their excellence. Hut don't forget our bread
our principal pride and source of out
success.

PIONEER BAKERY
$07 South

First Street.

If You Want A

The burning and

standard

Guadalajara,

and many other places worth
seeing.
The IUchet Mining, Lumber
and Cattle Producing Ijanda
Made Accessible by This
Great System.

absolutely
romfortcbla

TOURISTS

learn of much that U
Intensely interesting and create
a desire to visit the
Can

LAND OF THE
MONTEZUMAS

by obtaining a map folder of th
Mexican Central Hallway, as In
It are to be found brief sketches of placts and things In Mexico that, for grandeur, antiquity
and historical value, have no
equal In the world.
Folders, rates and all Information furnished on application

Nu St, RtJ Om
fount Coll Blmcitr,
S400

)xfortls,

IIP
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Our work is as our name ligh Shoes,
$4.00
implies, and our charges are
Let us fit you.
right.

WFA.
I

Standard Plumbing & Keating Co

Mexico

The City of Mexico

that's

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

fir

of

From the north to the south
and with its branch lines reaches the most Important cities,
such as Chihuahua, Torreon.
Zacatecas, Aguascallentes, Ban,
Loul3, Potosi, Tamplco, Irapua-to-

:nused by stilY soles ,.nd the
svils of thin soles aie presented by the Red Crt ss. It
rnables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
:omfort.
A stylish
shoe

The
Railway

Traverses the Republic

aching

Plumber

s,

Co.,
Krnest Meyers
Silver Ave., Albuquergua
Foods 125.

W.

B

No doubt the rising and setting of
the sun Is the most regular performance In the universe, unless It is

The Beer of Quality

U6118

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

"Kvcrybody Should Know."
says O. O. Hays, a prominent business man of Bluff, Mo., that Buck-len- 's
Arnica Salve is the quickest
and surest healing salve ever applied
to a sore, burn or wound, or to a
case of piles. I've used it and know
what I'm talking about." Guaranteed
by all druggists. 25c.

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

BlueRibbon
food-value-

2 0 West Railroad Avenoe

J

PINION

John

Finest Whiskies

BARNETT, Prop't.

JOSEPH

AND

Pabst

the percentage
practically predigested.
There
is no waste energy in assimilating
the
in t'abat Blue
l)rink it and keep cool.
Ribbon.

MONEY

ooiooi0'oomo
The St. Elmo

DRY CEDAR

avM Mia.

low in
of alcohol and

READY

cents per share on above terms for the purpose of
sinking the main shaft, which is now in good ore, J 00
feet deeper. All we want is enough mcuiey to meet
the pay roll for several months until we can begin
shipping ore to the Needles Smelter, less than J 00
miles by rail.
The claim adjoining us on the south was last week
sold for $150,000 and we are in receipt of several
letters from responsible parties inquiring what we
would take for the property as a whole BUT IT IS
NOT FOR SALE we prefer to sell only the 10,000
shares and to Albuquerque investors as we believe it
a sure winner. Address at once,
D. K. B. SELLERS, Sec'y.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

ill:

food-value-

THE

The Board of Directors have authorized the sale of
a block of 10,000 shares AND NO MORE, at 25

Qexertion and the unneces
sary expenditure oi energy.
uo not eai iooas that tax
the stomach to digest them,
and consume energy. Drink

in

HAVEN'T

iccy.

The Stock Should Be Worth Double the Price Before You Make the Third Payment

st

ensil

WHO

D. K. B. SELLERS,

$25.00 DownBalance, $20.00 a Month

lYnnk tlte Favorite Son
William A. Rockefeller, the father,
regards Frank as his favorite son.
There Is reason to believe from what
Frank Rockefeller has said to reporters and from outside evidence,
that when William A. Rockefeller Is
finally found he will be outspoken
In his criticism of his son John.
When reporters were tracing the
flrrt faint clew that looked as If It
might lend up to the present whereabouts of William A. Rockefeller, or
"Doc." as he was generally called In
the old days, much time was spent In
Strongvllle, O., and Parma, O. These
or
fifteen
farming communities,
twenty miles southeast of Cleveland,
knew William A. Rockefeller when
he moved west from New York and
where he lived with his growing famgoing to
ily several years before
Cleveland. It was here that John D.
Rockefeller had his first romance,
and the reporters met and talked
with Mrs. Joseph Webster, who, as
Melinda Miller, was John D. Rockefeller's firft sweetheart.
A Quack Ifcxtnr
Only "I'ncle Joe" Webster was
contemporary with William A., the
father, and some of Webster's reminiscences of the dashing, talkative
)port and quack doctor are Interesting.
"I don't think be was ever a horse
thief," said Webster. "Doc' was too
smart to take a chance on being arrested. He always had plenty of
ways of making money, and when he
went away on tho4 long trips, I
think he was treating cancer patients
trading horses and picking up the
dollars one way and another. He was
He
a natural bom money maker.
liked to beat a man In a trade and
brag
about It to him. He
then
brought the boys up that way too."
Henry M. Wbltneq, whose sister
married William Hunuston, a son or
Is
William A. Rockefeller's sister,
Strongvllle, who
another farmer ofstory
that William
corroborates the
up his
A. Rockefeller In bringing
boys Inculcated in them the principle
which had been the ruling spirit In
his own successful financial career.
"I cheat 'em every chance I get,"
old "Doc" Rockefeller said to Whitreferring to
ney 1n the olo days.
John D. and tne others of his sons.
"I want to make 'em sharp. I trade
with the boys and skin 'em and I Just
beat 'em every time I can. I want
to make 'em sharp."
A year before John D. Rockefeller
became 21 years old his father said
to him that frr $40. cash In hand, he
This
would "give him his time."
meant that John, upon payment of
his
sum,
from
would
released
he
this
obligations to turn over to his rather
all his earnings until he attained his
majority.
Those were the apprenticeship customs of the time. John
remarked that "the offer Is certainly
worth considering." and later he paid
over the $40 to his father.
William A. Rockefeller, the father,
at once began to collect board money
from his son John, and when John
expostulated turned on him with the
triumphant cry:
didn't
"You bought your time,
you? What you're getting now Is
your own, ain't It? Well, you have
to pav me board."
And John paid him until he was
21, when ns usual the father handed
al$1,000. "Doc" Rockefeller
him
ways give each of his sons $1,000 on
anniversary
twenty-firbirthday
his
and always with the warning:
"Hang on to this, because I'll get
It back from you if I can."
Qmt a free sample ot Dr. Shoop's
real
"Health Coffee" at our store. If your
coffee disturbs your Stomach,
Hesrt or Kidneys, then try this clever
Dr. Shoop has
Coffee Imitation.
closely matched Old Java and Mocha
taste, Vit It has
and
Coffee In flavor
not a single grain of real Coffee In it.
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation
Is made from pure toasted grains or
Made
cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
You
No tedious wait.
In a minute.
by C. U.
will surely like It.
"4
Brlgham.
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M. W. FL0URX0Y,

Office-Ro- om

500 SHARES $125

sur-prh-

It is rich

COMPANY

w

Copper Prince Mining Co.

SHARP

$3--

Observe!
Reason!
Decide!

ran

MADE

Large Number of Alleged Cleveland Neighbors Tell How
He -- Skinned" Young
Wildcat Schemes to Be
Investigated.
John D.

"
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only Illustrated dally newspaper In New Mexico and the beet
i yeatitf ny medium of
the Southwest.
Tl
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leading Republican dally and weekly newspaper
XSt

of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and Uie "Square Deaf

THE ALBCQVERQUE CITIZEN HAS:
The finest equipped Job department In New- MotJco.
Ttie latest reporta by Associated Press art Auxiliary News Service.
-

WE GET THE KEWS FIRST."

tet's. Have War
Within the past few days a report has leaked out that the secret service
officers of the United States government have been employed to "spot" the
(rusts.
Secret service officers have secured positions with the big trusts and
while apparently merely employes, they are using every means possible to
And out all about the workings of the huge octapuse.
There is no doubt that
This smacks somewhat of Russian method
Into the hands of a few
the money of this country Is getting more and moredoing
so in violation of
men that these men are monopolizing trade and
of honesty and decency.
the laws of the country and the laws country
and the courts of the country
It may be that the laws of the
can not come out In the open and check the graft of these giant corporations.
The fining of the Standard Oil company by Judge Lndls, of Chicago,
would eeem to Indicate that the law etlll has some power yet there la said
the price of oil and
to be no means to prevent the Standard from raisingrevenue.
If such conpaying the fine while at the same time increasing Ms
the only way open Is to
ditions are true, then It would appear that about upc
the information they
send out secret service men to study the evil and
The American
anay obtain to check the growth of trusts and monopolies.
people heretofore have been opposed to anything approaching government
Perhaps they may have been wrong all this time and
by secret agents.
where
perhaps they may not have been. The results In Russia for Instance,
the American
such a form of government exists, would seem to indicate that
people have been right In refusing to permit eecret service to flourish to any
great extent.
It would appear much more honorable and much more Just If Instead of
secret service espionage civil war could be declared with the trusts as the
"enemy" and the soldiers of our army employed to put down the InsurrecIf volunteers were needed, there Is no doubt that a good many could
tion.
There is hardly an American citizen who pays the
be had for the asking.
exhorbltant coal oil rates, railroad rates, merchandl.e rates, food and meat
rates, who would not. gladly Join the volunteers to suppress the trusts.
Let a few well armed soldiers take charge of the plants and offices of
these giant corporations and then let receivers' find out what Is wrong. It
might appear at first sight, to be an infringerrfent of the law of personal
rights, but It would certainly not be a greater infringement than those comIt might almost seem anarchistic, but
muted for years past by the trusts.
American people.
it would not be more anarchistic than robbing thetrusts,
the American people
If our lawe and our courts can not check the
Why not call for volunteers and give the people a whack at It?

..........
tffta Scroagery of tfie City

KILLED

Teofilo Baca, of La Joya, Is

en

'

n this city of E. C. Salazar.
Born, yesterday to Mr. and Mrs. J.

Hannum, of i7 'orth Fourth street,
ten pound boy.
assistant
Miss Seasar Alexander,
postmistress of Hillsboro, N. M., la In
the city visiting friends.
The Misses Rankin, of N'Orth First
street,
entertained a number of
friends at their home last evening.
Fred B. Forbes, son of Deputy V.
S. Marshal
Forbes, has returned
from San Antonio to attend the Uni
versity of New Mexico,
Died Last night at St. Joseph's
ospital, Mrs. Carolina Rlvas de Cat- tillo, of Barelas, at the age of 37
years. The funeral will be at 9 a. m.,
tomorrow.
William Chlsholm,
for
foreman
Contractor O. J. Mace, and Chris
Klestead, a carpenter, also In ihe em
ploy of Contractor Mare, l;ft last
lght for Los Angeles, wha.-- e they
expect to locate.
Claude Harlow-- ,
who spent the
greater part of a year here for his
health, and went to his home a
Springfield, Mo., a few months ago,
passed away at that place the first
of the month.
The Occidental
Life Insurance
company, the home company. Is getting the business. General Manager
H. O'RIelly said today ta-ttha
company s office buslne.43 by mail
yesterday was $26,500.
Octaviano Telles, who was brought
ere Tuesday
from
San Rafael.
charged with murder, has been released to await trial on $10,000
bonds. Those whose names appear
on the bond are Alejandro Sandoval,
Victor Sals, T. S. Hubbell and An- reas Romero.
A notice has been posted at the
county court house that the drawing
f names for Jury duty at the Sep
tember term, of the court for Bernalillo county will take place on Mou
sy, September 2 at 10 a. m., at the
ourt house. By order of Ira A. Ab- ott, Judge of the second district.
A suit for divorce was filed In the
Istrict court yesterday afternoon bv
R. H. Pucett against
Rachel May
uokett. The charge made Is aban
donment, and besides an absolute di- orce the plaintiff asks the custody
d
f his
Edith. W. C. Heacock Is attorney for
the plaintiff.
The Santa Fe nay checks came
last night, and there Is plenty of
money in Albuquerque today.
The
hops' checks amounted to
nd the checks of the trainmen and
traffic department amounted to a
turn almost equal that amount. The
bonus money paid out at the shops
this month amounted to $2,500.
Word reached the city last night
that C. E. McKee, who formerly pre
sided over one of the large Mergen-thallinotype machines In the composing room of The Citizen, had been
struck by lightning recently during a
thunder shower at Parsons. Kan..
while working In the office of the
Parsons Sun. The shock stunned
him for several minutes, and ine
report says that he Is severely injured.
Frank H. Hitchcock, first assistant
postmaster general, was a passengtir
through the city last evening on train
No. 4, the eastbound
limited. (Mr.
Hitchcock was met at the local station by Hon. Solomon Luna anil
Postmaster R. W. Hopkins. He said
that he was favoralbly Impressed with
New Mexico and Arizona, and was
strong in his denunciation of the stories circulated to the effect that Roosein
velt was not popular
Arizona.
Mr. Hitchcock visited the Grand canyon of the Colorado river.

'

eleven-year-ol-

step-daught-

' The Golden Rule la selling some
beautiful patterns of 12 tt cent outing
flannels, at 9 centa iper yard. Better
Stop In this evening.

KXDIRE TODAY. THE MONARCH
GROCERY CO.

As to whether there are any factions in the republican party In New
Mexico at the present time, the testimony of those who are not now and
never have been In the party Is Incompetent and irrelevant, says the Socorro
Chieftain.
.

auto

fiend has been sent

to

Jail for three months for run

nlng over a German woman.
Had he shot the woman he would probably
bars been hanged, but he only killed her with an auto.

Judge

A. B. Fall has assumed

attorney general and It
now announce that he has lost

the duties

of

1

to ae presumed that the morning paper will
Ills egal reputation and la a grafter and a rascal.

An escaped sanitarium patient has been recaptured through sending
back picture post cards.
It's not odd that sending picture pout cards
aroused suspicion that he was demented.

only way to be perfectly happy," said Mr. Rockefeller to that
, "The
He knows, for he
Cleveland Sunday school, "is to do good unto others."
The quality of the everyday postal card Is to be improved, but the labors
of country postmasters will not be lightened unt.ll the handwriting on th
backs of most of them Is improved.

'A Chicago paper reports thut a genius has invented a hirt without but
Every married woman will now insist on her husband wearing that

tona-

kind.

Prince Yi is afraid to return to Korea for fear he will be executed
the Japanese, who have already executed a coup de etat.
filing an application for divorce.

by

to have whipped her husband Just for

"Where ore we at?" sadly walls the Rowell Record.

"St-arc-

us?"

BY

Are realizing what 20 Per Cent Discount
mean, and are taking advantage of it

FALL

Do You?

TRAIN

It means a Discount of One-Fift- h
of the
cost of the
$20 on every
$100.00 bought. Call and see about it

Jose F. Ortiz Stepped Off

goods-practic- ally

While No. 7 Was Speeding Along.
The old man who stepped from
No. 8 last night between this
city and Santa Fe, while the train
was moving at full speed, died here
nt St. Joseph's hospital this morning.
The body was Identified by friends
and relatives in this city as being
that of Jose Felix Ortiz, one of the
pioneer settlers of Gallup and one of
the best known stone masons in the
territory. Attorney M. C. Ortls Is a
nephew of the deceased.
Mr. Ortiz was on nis way from
Gallup to Santa Fe last evening and
though he had friends on the train
he was not missed. At Domingo Dr.
Palmer, a Santa Fe surgeon, was
notified by the crew of train No. 8
that a man had fallen from the train
a mile south of the station. Dr. Palmer at once went to the rescue of the
man on a hand car and found him
still alive. Giving him
aid as he
could the doctor brought the patient
back to Domingo and then to Albuquerque on train No. 7. At the time
the identity of the injured man could
not be learned. As to how Mr. Ortiz
happened to fall from the platform
of the moving train Is a mystery that
hns not been cleared up. A ticket
from Gallup to Santa Fe was found
In the Injured man's pockets. He died
at the hospital this morning without
becoming conscious nnd the body was
taken In charge by F. H. Strong, at
whose undertaking parlors it was
Identified. Mr. Strong then notified
relatives In Santa Fe and Gallup of
the death of Mr. Ortiz.
Mr. Ortiz was the father nf nine
children who live in Santa Fe, Galplaces in the
lup. Helen and otlu-territory. A coroner's Jury viewed the
remains at 2 o'clock this afternoon
and adjourned until 1 o'clock on
Monday. The body will probably be
taken to Gallup for interment.

Furniture,

train

BE

and

$ Ammunition

Ammunition By the Car Load

if

If you need anything m this line call or write to us
Our Prices Can't be Beat

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

SURVEYED

Boundary Line of Santiago de Canyon Grant In Ji'incz Forest
Will Be Run First.
C. D. Bassettv a topographer In
the national foMst ' service, Is In the
city conferring with the local officials of the forest service.
"My work Is of a special character
In the service." said Mr. Bassett this
morning.
"I am sent out for the
purpose of visiting the various forest
to
Instruct the rangers and
reserves
guards in surveying with the idea of
bringing up this branch of the forest work up to a higher standard
The forest service is still young and
undergoing the early stages of Its development.
It is not expected that
rangers should be expert civil engi
neers, but it Is the purpose to give
them, a certain amount or technical
Instruction In civil engineering, which
will enable them to better perform
their duties.
"From here I will go up to Jemez
on business In regard to a ooundary
line of the Santiago de Canyon grant.
I will take men from the reserves to
assist In surveying the line in dispute,
which la about fortyflve miles in
length.
This work will consume
about a month.
"Before coming here I was at the
Ouray forest reserve In Colorado.
Up in Colorado I found the lumbermen much In favor of ' the work and
purpose of the forest service. One
big lumlber contractor informed me
that there was a third more timber
available now than before the national forest service department was

Draperies

Winchester Repeaters
Remington Automatics
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Harrington & Richardson
Revolvers

Delight
58 A Good Gun
ft

and

Comerr2dgandCopper

Hunter's

K

NEW MEXICO FORESTS
TO

Rugs

Crockery,

F. H. Strong

r

MEN'S SUITS GET MARCHING

ORDERS

Our Men's Suits have received orders to move and move they must.
We'll make every one of them move at some price. It's good business on our
'part. But, while a loss for us, it's

r

,

A GREAT SAVING FOR YOU

That s Just What We're Going to
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ADVERTISEMENTS

i

cuts and, if ever you expect to buy another Suit of
Look' over these price
Clothes buy " It ' fiOW. It "will be the best investment ever made.

MANDELL

We want to dispose of our low
o
Bliuos uriui v
season and have cut their prices ac
cordingly, come nave oeon rtuutcu
some a mu lean; 4 ip
, la .hAiit
fair a VNTHiff) ThpV
are all stylish, up to date goods and
guaranteed 10 give whsuwliuu,
our advertisement and examine our
windows. C. May'a Shoe store, 314
West Central avenue.

OUR

3

1

If you were a Clothier, Sir, and had more suits on hand than you could possibly sell this season would you keep them over until next year and let them get
out of style and rusty besides losing the use of the money or sell them now ?
Sell them of course you would, so would any sensible Man.

ORASGBS AT THE MONARCH.
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Dentistry was practiced among the ancients.
A mummy of an age
No one looked for
maiden found recently contained a set of false teeth.
the switch.

A Chicago woman is reported

T

Many People

Bring us your jon T?orT. Prlcee
the very lowest and the work will
NICE MANGO PEPPERS AT THE
stand Inspection anywhere. Business
MONARCH.
and calling cards a specialty.

When Lieutenant General MacArthur was asked recently "Will there
be war with Japan?" he replied: "I am sorry General Funston Is not here.'
Cotild he have meant by this apparently Irrelevant remark that General Fun
ton does enough talking for the entire army?

An American

evA

a guest

er

The wave of crime that Is sweeping over the cities of the world serves
to call attention to the fact of the Inherent savagery of life In the city. The
city is cruel.
The brutality
In It are brought together the criminals of every degree.
is matched
ef the low criminal, who is a primitive savage In civilized garb,
by the shrewd cunning, the oppression, the lawlessness of the high criminal.
wo-nagainst
largely
The present riot of savacbry In the cities is directed
In the city weakness does not invite
Naturally so.
and children.
chivalry.
It gives the strong a chance to prey on the weak.
If In the city we have the brutal villain whose crimes excite the horror
villain who mokes merchandise of
of civilised men, we have also the sleek
female virtue, who traffics In human flesh by a system of white slavery that
would put to shame a savage of the woods.
. If on the one side we have ignorance and vice Joined together, we have
also flaunting luxury Joined to a Pagan carelessness and a cynical disregard
ot all novertv and suffering.
The savagery of the rich Is no whit better than the savagery of the poor
and there is less excuse for Its existence.
The city is cruel.
dt Imposes hard conditions, and if H produces mon
Straus and ghastly crimes In the slums it also produces monstrous and hid
eous crimes 1n the business world.
In the cities men are hardened whether rich or poor by the fierce
rivalry of the times. In order to get what they want they try to take short
They develop a disregard of their fellows. They relapse Into savagery.
cuts.
The low criminal uses crude methods, the high criminal puts on the cloak of
respectability.
'
In the cities men and women are largely given over to the desire for
pleasure.
is
controls
their
Gross materialism
Self sacrifice
distasteful.
Naturally they fight each other Just as savages do.
The only dif
desires.
high
law,
Is
criminal
evades
low
the
criminal breaks the
ference
It
the
Of course there Is humanity In the city, and unselfishness and chivalry
Insistent,
dominant,
Is
rugged
honesty,
fierce,
almost
all
below
that
but
and
it
note of savagery.
The high villain must be punished as
Reform must begin at the top.
severely as the low.
When the "upper" criminal classes cease to evade the law and begin
to show a respect for It by observing it then and not until then will the
lot criminal imbibe a respect for the law and begin to take counsel of his
fears.

.
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FROM PASSENGER

$5.00
.50
60
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MANAGING

One year by mall In advance
One month by mall
Ope month by carrier within Cltf HmlW,

CITIZEN1.

RKK E. O. PRICK.
O. Price. I am here to stay. I like the town and
I like the people. The climate la the acme of anything; and everything desirable. I have established the E. O. Price Real Estate Agency. My office
la 211 South Second street bear thet number In mind, 211 South Second
Street If you have anything In my line to eell see E. O. Price. I will sell
It for you. If you have anything to rent aee E. O. Price. I will rent It for
you. My bread and butter depends upon giving you good and prompt service. Call and see me and lets get acquainted.
SUE E. O. PRICE.

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
W. S. STRICKLER

EVENING

d.

DON'T WAIT.
Take Advantage of Albuquerque Oti-scn- 's
KxiHTlonce Before It's
Too Late.
When the back begins to ache,
Don't wait until backache becomes
chronic:
deTill aerioua kidney troublea
velop;
destroy
troublea
urinary
Till
night's rest.
profit by an Albuquerque citizen's
experience.
Mrs. L A. Benson, of S08 Baca
avenue, Albuquerque, X. M., says:
"I never had backache to speak of
until I came here five months ago
when It set In and became an almost
annoyance.
If I would
continual
stand long, and when I would wash
mv back was so painful as it seemed
to kill me.
The persistent aching
made me so nervous at times that I
hardly
control myself. A friend
could
and neighbor recommended Doan a
Kidney Pills to me so I procured a
box. I had not used more than half
of them before the distress In my
back had ended and I was relieved
which
of headache, an annoyance
had distressed me a great deal. Now,
Blgn
any
backache,
I
of
if I notice
Immediately appeal to Poan'i Kidney Pills and a few doses suffice to
dispel every Indication of the trouble.'?
For sale by all dealers. Price 60c.
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo. N. Y.,
sole agenta for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
Zt
take no other,

"WE FULL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j j

Andrew Jackson Chair
The historical "Old Hickory" Chair.
Light, comfoitable, durable
and especially adapted to hard
service.

Price . , . $2 75
Rocker to match 3.25

....

Come and see our line of
OLD HICKORY FURNITURE

ALBERT FABER'S
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

.... Staab Building

rnniAY. august is,

ALBUQUERQUE

ih;,
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WHAT MARKET AFFORDS MRS. HUNTINGTON

PAGE FIVE.

UNIVERSITY NOTES

Where to Dine Well

EA. J. MALOY

The University opens next Monday,
Augnst 19. Registration will begin
promptly at 8 a. m. and continue
throughout the day.
The men's dormitory
ha every
room taken and additional
will have to be secured.
The women's dormitory Is also practically
a vacant room. The
present quarters are entirely Inadequate to the increasing yearly enrollment.
A faculty meeting will be held tomorrow afternoon in the administration building on the campus. Members of the faculty will arrive from
the east and west tomorrow and Sunday. The new members are Professors Wason, Taylor and Atwell In
the departments
of bacteriology,
chemistry and engineering.
year
an
making one
epoch
This
is
In the number of students who will
attend from the territory outside of
Albuquerque. Only a very few coun
ties will not be represented In the at
tendance.
Dr. Tight or Prof. Hod gin may be
found at Matson's bookstore tomor
row afternoon to consult with par
ents or students with reference to
the opening of the university.

CONFIDENCE

FOR SUNDAY

FECTIONS OF MRS.
PUCKETT

Jilted Husband Tells Troubles Home Grown Melons

any-

In

thing in the line of the
famous brand

and VEGETABLES
A full line always in
BLOCK

H

cker

Fined $30.

CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS
fa

Court-Home-Wre-

Are Loaned Archer $400 Sparkler
Here-Nati- ve
Corn Is
to Break Hoodoo-Detectiv- e
Improving.
Arrives

U

Our Prices ARE rierht
0
You know the goods

Alenlatlng thi affections of anothHome grown watermelons
and
er man's wire was the offense for canteloupes are on the market this
which Kdward Shellds. a machinist, week, but the product is nothing to
was nned 30 in Judge McClellan'c boost of. Native melons of the best
quality will not arrive for two or
court this morning.
Witness was H. ttiree weeke yet. Native corn is get
The complaining
H. Puckett, who gives his residence ting better and cheaper.
A carload
as Medicine fc're, Kan., and the of fine Texas watermelons Is expectwoman In 'the care Is Mrs. Rachel ed toy the wholesalers Saturday.
May Puckett. who has recently made Prices for this week are the follow
her home at the residence of John ing:
Vegetable.
Gatchel In old Albuquerque, just west
Corn, 35c; summer squash. 2 for
of Hunlng's castle. Mrs, Puckett did
not appear In the court room, but 15c; wax beans, 10c; green beans,
awaited the decision of the court out- lfto; potatoes, 7 lbs for 25c; cucum
bers, 2 for 5c; tomatoes, 15c; egg
side of the h'a'l of Justice.
The jilted hu.and and the accused plant (native), 15c; mangoes, 25c
occupied conspicuous cabbage, 5c; green chill, 15c; green
positions In the court room, and onions, 2 for 5c; dry onions, 6c;
glared at each other. Meanwhile, a rhubarb, 7 He; cauliflower, 10c; beets
crowd of curious people, friends and 5c; carrots. 6c; turnips, 6c; water
acquaintances of
filled melon, c; canteloupes, 3 for 25c and
the court room and listened eagerly up.
Fruit.
to the troubles of a man who has lost
Green gages,- 15c; orangev 60c:
a wife and the tribulations of a man
2 for 25c; fine
bananas,
40c;
apples,
who has been guilty of alienating the
20 to 40c; grape fruit, 10c
affections of one from her foresworn apples,
and up; lemons, 30c and up; plums,
spouse.
15c; peaches, 2 for 25c; pears, 15c;
How it Happened.
Shields pleaded noi guilty to the grapes, ik,
Flxlu
charge and the case was given a
Sea bass, barrlacuda,
rock cod
hearing.
R. H. Puckett was sworn
flounder,
15c
and he testified that he was married
Mont.
to Mrs. Puckett on September 4, l'JUfl,
Beef., 8 to 20c; pork, 15 to 20c;
and that she was a widow at that veal,
to 20c: mutton 1 Oto 20c;
time and had a little daughter named spring 15lamb,
12
ham
Edith. They were married in Las to
sausage,
15c; spring chicken.
lc;
Cruces and from there traveled to
He said he had not ioc; namburger, lac; squabs, 17 He
other places.
seen his wife slmo Slay 31 until
Monday, August 12, In which time
he was In Kansas and Oklahoma. "HOT AIR" THATCHER
He said he parted amiably with his
wife on May 31, but admitted that
shortly previous to this she tore up
STUNTING
AGAIN
their marriage license. During his
aiosence he said he sent her money
which was returned to him, and railCharles W. Thatcher, better known
road tickets for her and the child.
One of these tickets he says, Mrs. as "Hot Air ' Thatcher, Is doing an
pilgrimage stunt, according to
Puckett sold. Instead of Rising ' it4J.o other
the Topeka? Capital. 1 Having worn
Join him In Kansas.
"i
out
his
'welcome with the press of
liOvcU X'o One Hut lllllr.,
w Mexico aod Colorado, Thatcher
Upon coming to'
Mr.- ui nuivi ICI" Jll
Puckett testified that he called at the lnKansas. tv urn
Thatcher's latest stunt in
nouse or jonn uatcnel in old town
advertising
Is
hot
he is makair
that
where his wife was living, and found ing
a trip from New Mexico to the
her asleep on her bed. He awakened her and she said, "What are you national capital, seeking out an auto
doing here? Nobody wants you here. mobile road.
Ed Shields is here to take care of willThis eccentric genius of the road
be remembered as a peddler, who
me." It was futho bought out in
M. Puckett's testimony that his wife spent some time along the line of the
Santa
Fe cut-of- f,
when that road was
refused to live with him and begged
him to go away and leave her alone. building. He made frequent trips to
There were certain articles of male Albuquerque, and always came with
not air story about looking lor a
attire In his wife's bed room, when aroad
for automobiles.
entered, he said. He said she refused
His vehicle, however, has always
to receive money from him. He tea
and a piur
tided that he did not know of the oeen a prairie schooner
ourros,
existence of Ed Shields previous to or not over-le- a
nis marriage, and that he only learned that there was such a man some
FINK SWEET CORN
FA'FUY
time after at which time Mrs. Puck DAY AT THE MONAltCH GROCKHY
ett stated that Shields ywaa the only COMPANY.
man she ever loved. Puckett
a" photograph of Shtelda-'whlct- i
he said his wife was keeping with TRADES
WERE
me iamuy pnotograpns.
Merely a Friend.
When Edward Shields was sworn
POORLY REPRESENTED
In he denied that any improper re
lations existed 'between Mrs. Puckett
and himself, and that he always regarded her purely as an old friend.
The carpenters' union held a meet
He stated that previous to his com- ing at Odd Fellows' hall at which
ing to Albuquerque on July 21. he representatives
of the other local
did not know that she was married trade unions were Invited to attend
to Mr. Puckett. and that If he had for the purpose
of deciding what
known this ,he would not have comi would be done this year in the way
here. He slated that he came here of celebrating Labor day. So few of
upon receiving at Cleveland, Ohli, the trades were represented, howplace where he was then working, a ever, that it was decided to call antelegram from Mrs. Puckett, signed other meeting later to decide the ques.
by the name of Mrs. Stlkey, this be- tion. It was the opinion of those
ing the name of her former husband present that either a parade or a lafrom whom sht was divorced. Shields bor picnic would be the feature of
stated that he had known Mrs. Puck- the day. The local unionists desire
ett since they were both chUdreif to ta sake
demonstration this
gether and that he had always: fell jrftr; nd in all ' likelihood there will
an interest In her. So UDbn Tecelv- - be an IntefeMJng program provided
lng the telegram which urgeTTJIIifl' fo tTof "OiV occasion;'
come here at once as she Vvbh verv
111
in the hospital, he dropped every- .MVCK WHITE. CACLIFLOWFJt AT
ining ana came.
THE M6.NAIttH- .Never Gave Her a Cent-H- e
dented that he ever gave her
APPLES TODAY. THE MONARCH
a cent of money. He said she had
nursed Mm when he had been alck GROCERY CO.
and that he felt under obligations to
do something for her in return.
Since his arrival here Shields said he
had roomed in the same house where
Mrs. Puckett lived.
Of Clothing. Shoes, Hats, UnderWill Ask for Divorce.
wear, Ladies Skirts and Waists, now
It was further stated in the testi going on at the Cash Buyers L'nlon.
mony that upon one occailon Mrs.
All remaining summer goods must
Puckett received J 80 from Shields. be sold regardless of cost.
Attorney W. C. Heacock represented
About 60 pair of Ladles Oxfords,
Mr. Puckett. Mrs. Puckett did not
price 11.25. $1.60 and 22 to
appear at the hearing. After listen- former
go at J 1.00 per pair.
ing to the testimony Justlca of the All Children's Oxfords
off
Peace McClellan found Shields guilty Mens 12.75 Oxfords
12.00
upon the charge for vh'ch he was Mens $2.00 Oxfords
(1.50
arraigned and imposed a 'fins of S0 Boys $1.75 Oxfords
1.25
and cost.
,. 20 per cent discount on all mens
On leaving the court room, I uck-et- t and boys Suits.
said that he would Immediately
20 per cent discount on all mens
file suit for a separation from his and boys trousers.
wife.
Big lot mens sample shirts.
.39c
Mens silk finish 60c undershirts. . 35c
DIG
'
Grooerie.
PfiyXE PLUMS. Br.TTR
PLX'MS AND FX3
ISc
PLI'MS. ' THE Good pkg coffee per lb
25c
MONARCH GROCERY CO.
35c M. & J. Coffee, per Tb
grapes,
Good quality canned peaches,
,
Attend our closing out. sale of low i plums and green gages ..16o can
hoes and save money. . Sve want to 5c Tea
60c
dispose of them during the next few 60 Tea
40c
days and have reduced their prices Gal. Best Syrup
45c
accordingly.
A good assortment of Walker Bakers Cocoa
25c
styles and sizes on hand to suit and 7 lbs sugar for tl with a Grocery
fit you. C. May's Shoe store, 314 . Order.
West Centra avenue. 'f - '
CASH BUYER'S UNION,
123 N. Second St.
OK HA TODAY.
THE MONARCH
GROCERY CO.
home-wreck-

er
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Pleased People
Every Day at
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Roller Rink
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It Is up to Governor Curry whether
or not Professor Harry Archer, the
roller skate expert, will go back to
San Francisco to answer to a charge
made against him there of emtes-elemeof a valuable diamond ring.
E. O'Day, a San Francisco detective, arrived last night to get Archer,
who had been placed under arrest by
the police, but Archer refused to go
without requisition papers.
O'Day went to Santa Fe this morning with the necessary documents,
and if Governor Curry sees fit to
grant the same today, Officer O'Day
will return to the city tonight, and
will probably leave for San Francisco with his prisoner on a late
train.
Archer denies the story circulated
this morning to the effect that be
acknowledged the embesilement.
Diamond Worth $100.
According to Detective O'Day, Archer was doing some fancy skate
stunts in San Francisco,' and while
giving lessons at a papular rink
there, met a Mrs. Huntington, a society woman of the Golden Gate
City, who had more than ordinary
confidence In the young skating master. She loaned him a ring, with a
sparkler in it worth $400, the skating master 'borrowing the gem on the
plea that it would be a ralbbit's foot,
a swastika, it would break the hoodoo
for him. Tiring of tht glare i
graft of San Francisco, Archer left
the place one night, seeking quieter
places, and he came to Albuquerque.
His career In the Duke City was cut
short by the appearance of Thomas
McMlllln, chief of police, who gave
the skating master a free street car
ride to the Bernalillo county Jail In
old Albuquerque.
The ring was pawned In San Francisco for $125, and has been recovered by Its owner.
nt

.''

o

OPEN.
Tuesdays, ThuiMda.vs, Saturdays
and Sundays, 10 to 12 a. in., a to
5 p. m., 7:30 to 10:30 p. m.
Friday Nights Reserved for Private Skating Parties.
Admission, Including Skates, 25c
LADIES FREE.
BIQ SHOE BARGAINS.

104 pairs canvas exfords, 'assorted
trices. In reds, gray, brown, white,
light blue- - and pink, sold for $2.59
pair, your choice for this big clearance sale only 1.60 pair, at The
Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

One pint mineral water cure and
Ask your gro-

prevent constipation.
cer for it.

C. F. Allen
6a!van!7ed

Cornices,

Sky

lights, Stock
and Storage
Tanks, Hot
Air Furnaces,
Tin

rr

Roofing,

Guttering, etc.
Jobbing

General

305 West Gold
45 Minutes

of Amusement

Crystal Theatre
o
Corner Second St. and Lead Ave.
PICTURES AND
ILLUSTRATED SONGS.

MOVING

"

Dig

Cut Price Sale

1- -3

....

WM. DOLDE

3
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MAN

.

DISAPPEARS

THE GOLDEN RULE

Creditor

Are

Worried

Inheritance

Too Slow Coming.

I

The
me vaney

sheep man of
or isan Rafael, better
Known as the humming bird scion
of Chicago's elite society, has taken
another flight.
A month ago he was whisking
himiui .AiDuquerque nuying champagne
at $4.50 a bottle and supplying hack
drivers with natty attire at local hab- ernasners and generally sneaking,
cutting quite a dash. Bnt now he Is
gone; nobody seems to know where,
He may have been stolen .and he
may have run away. A number
of
creditors, who have not paper on his
sheep a sadly attended to flock of
one thousand or more waxing on the
arougny maiapals or Valencia county are getting a little anxious.
Though a sheep herder now, the
humming bird Is a member of an old
und distinguished family and
a
member of that family, he Is soon
to come Into a share of a fortune of
million dollars or more. His share
ay not be more than $25,004. and
e may not get all of that light away,
tut it is coming and k is exneo.ted.
at least part of it, momentarily. In
ihci, 11 snouia nave oeen here on July
15, and believing that It would be
here- - by July 16, the tvummlne- - bird
contracted a lance number of
The 15th came and so did the credit- ore, but the humming bird was not
at nis sneep ranch nor could he be
found any ulace around. He hart flit.
ted away. Pome think that he went
to Los Angeles, but nobody seems to
know; not even the sheep herders at
tending the flock.
In the meantime the creditors are
sweating for their money, assisted by
the prevailing weather. Some are
more anxious than others. A few' fear
hat the humming bird has met with
foul play,, but there are others who
look wise and say "He'll come back."

privileges for the
streets of ith eltv of Aihuoiierniie.
during fair week, October
1907,
will be offered by the 27th annual
isew Mexico Territorial Fair assocla'
tion at the rate of fifteen dollars
($15) for small stands, small tents,
etc., and twenty-fiv- e
($25)
dollars
Tor shooting galleries, dance pavil
Ions, etc.
One half of the amout Is payable
at the office of "The Dig Fair." Mon
day, October7th, 1907, and the balance not Inter than 10 o'clock, Thurs
day morning, October 10th. 1907.
The usual classifications will be
followed In determining what each
stand may offer for sale.
Bids on the excJwslve privilege for
will be received by the as
confet-tsociation until September l, 1907.
Ten per cent of bid must accompany proposals for confetti and an
additional 25 per cent must be paid
when bid Is accepted, the first pay
ment on all unaccepted bids to be re
turned Immediately after September
1st, but both payments on the ac
cepted bid to be forfeited to the association if balance of bid Is not paid
at the office of "The Big Fair" on or
before 9 o clock, Monday morning,
O6tober 7, 1907.
Stands may send out foot peddlers
who will be charged
five
dollar
($5.00) per man.
The association reserves the right
to reject any or all bids.
The fair colors are cardinal and
dark green.
No grafting, of any nature, will be
allowed.
JAY A. HTTBBS.
Manager.
l

CFIJTRY TODAY.
ARCH GROCERY CO.
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When the Flowers Bloom in the
Springtime.
Molly Dear.
Kate Kearney.
ADMISSION', 10 CENTS.

C
I
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SCREENS

FLY"

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
astern-ma- d
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are ss strong as a door at 7 cents
per foot at the

THE

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt ttention
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Out-of-tow-

109-11-

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

1

If you want to get to a cool place

In a hurry, wire us at Glor-Ict- a,
N. M., telling ns what train yon will take and com on up.
Our wagon will meet yon.
The round trip fare to Glorleta Is $5.60; the stage fare to Uie
ranch la $1 and the rate at Uie ranch Is $8 per week.
We will try to see that you liave a good time. The fishing la
food.
v- ws3J

THE VALLEY RANCH

Reliable

:l

COLLEGE,

fl

ENGINEERING,

NORMAL,

PARATORV

AND

SPECIAL

ADVANTAGES

COMMERCIAL

COURSES

IN

MUSIC

f

v

11

I W.

TIGHT, President

G.

Whose Fault Is It?

The plan of your new house may
be correct, but unless you hart good
building material you're going to be
disappointed 'That's What!
"IPg
up to you" to Insist that every stick
of lumber that goes Into your house
comes from this house then you'll
get the right thing at the right price
very time.

Dentist

RIO

$8

GRANDE

LUMBER

Pboee

Corner Third and Msrgumtta

r
Ttiese Are
Carriage

PRS. COPP and PETTTT.
ROOM 13, N. T. ARMIJO JJLDG.

i.
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Do You Realize

Th

l"--

v

Buying

tv

Days

fmrlmlmn

Beauty Parlors

'0mm

Easy Terms

and

Pretty Patterns, Best 12

l--

2c

L CENTS

Scalp

quality, to be on

9 YARD

Fclal Masufc
Electroloilt
Msn
tearing
Treitnent
Childrci's Hair Cutting

Shimpoolof
1

sale Friday, August 16th, at 230 p.m.
at the Low Price of

Low Prices

Hair Dretslnf

the Kertoux

lsi''f

Coiineu,iM'iieti

'olltilllll

of

Ijong- -

EYE STRAIN?
Priceless above all possessions Is the
Eyesight. If you suffer from Headaches rfter using the eyes for a period, or If you have poor vision, SKE
US. Your Lyes Tested, and an Honest Opinion as to their needs FREE.

C. H. CARNES, O. D.
Ill

Central Ave.

Pltone

&2.

CO.

t

120 South Fourth St.

Flannels

PRC- -

No Tuition for New Mexico Students. Board and
Room on the College Campus. Term Begins Monday, Augu$t 19, 1907.
tg
I

MON- -

OUR PEACHES ATIT5 NICK. THE Full Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
$1.60 up
MONARCH GROCERY CO.
Gold Crowns
$6
SPECIAL NOTICE,
The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.'f Painless Extracting.. . &Oo
great cash reduction sale closes Tuesday, Aug. 20th. Now is the time to ALL WORK AnsOLUTTTLY GUAR
ANTEED.
buy at low prices.
TO SHEEPMEN..
It'. Is evident that sheep raisers
must soon own their own grazing
land. There are very few solid tracts
with perfect title. I offer 2.600 acre
graxing tract, on
Grant;
also ,000 acres adjoining, of winter
grazing, with valleys producing fine
corn, etc., without Irrigation.
L. B. PRINCE, Santa Fe, N. M.

Pecos, New Mexico

University of New Mexico

corsets, laces and embroideries attend
the sale at The Golden Rule Dry
Goods Co.

a

Tel. 480

THE VALLEY RANCH

o

Consult

J

SUPERIOR
PLANING MIl37
REE OUR NEW BRICK BUILDING

For special low prices en hosiery.

500 Pieces of New Outing

1

Under Savoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

cooooocxocxxic

STREET PRIVILEGES

Program:
Alpine Smugglers.
Living Flowers.
Unquenchable Thirst.
Light Boots.
At the Dentists.
Songs:

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. . . -

PRIVILEGES

f WXV""--"-

SHEEP

pro-dliee- a:

V

Open Day and Night.

Bids will be received by the asso
ciation, at the office or "The Big
Fair," until September 1, 107. for
the roiiowing exclusive privileges on
the fair grounds during the 27th annual New Mexico territorial fair, Oc
1907:
tober
Hooking.
Program and score card.
Seat cushions.
Soft drinks, candy, peanuts, pop
corn, chewing gum, etc., for grand
stand and quarter stretch.
Ice cream cones for grand stand
and quarter stretch.
Bar under grand stan-dSmall stand for hamburgers,
red
hots, etc., under grand stand.
Kestaurant.
Shooting gallery.
An-prlvi
for many
leges for the grounds outside of the
grand stand and quarter stretch.
Buyers of excluslves are allowed
one Htnnd on the grounds for each
privilege.
Foot peddlers selling goods on the
grounds, from stands, will be charged
live dollars ($5.00) per man.
Ten per cent of bid must accom
pany proposals for exclusive prlvl
lego-- s
and an additional 25 per cent
must be paid when bid Is accepted,
the first payment on all unaccented
bids to be returned Immediately after
September 1, but both payments to
be forfeited to the association If balance of accepted bid Is not paid.- - at
on or
the office of the
before 9 o'clock Monday morning,
txtoDer 7tn. 1907.
The association reserves the right
to reject any or all bids.
JAY A. HUBBS.
Manager.
"

HAGERMAN HOUSEHOLD
GOODS TO HE AUCTIONED
L. H. Shoemaker,
Albuquerque's
expert upholsterer, went to Siinta Fe
this morning to crate the household
goods of Herbert J Hagermnn, which
will be shipped to this city and
for auction. It Is understood
that the late governor will go to Kos-we- ll
and make his home with his
father.
The furniture of the erstwhile executive mansion was used
last night for the last time in Its distinguished capacity. It is understood
that the furnishings are very gorgeous, and will be sold at a bargain.
Much of the goods has been In service less thnn a year.

SAN RAFAEL

GROUND

FAIR

1

Santa Fe Restaurant

scoom-modatio-

214 Cantral Avmnua

The place to get

,

t

Do you Intend buying s enlcle x, enjoy the summer months? If you
do don t pass us by. Ws don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes.
Top Buggies. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and
Spring Wagons of
au kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich.
Come and see

We manufacture all
kinds
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours, Puffs, Wigs, etc.
We carry a complete line
of Alleen Berg's Celebrated
Creams and Tonics, which are
especially prepared
for this
climate. Your patronage is respectfully solicited.
Mr. and Mrs.

Albuquerque Carriage
corner rirsx ana Tljeras
W.

James Slaughter,

Pnprietors

1IXXIXIXIHIIX1XIXXXHH

311-31-

3

Livery
oriel
Silver Avenue.
Wcsl

ALIJCO".

Co.

Rojj'M

PATTERSON

I ".Jom i"c

ERQIE,

1

ir i

NEW MEXICO.

Telephone 57.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAOR MX,

PAIN-RACKE-

Topics

HEROIC SCENES FROM HIS GREAT PLAYS
Huraiuo IvikP. N. T., Aufftint 16
If. wnlkinR through th henrt of the
old North woods, you should hoar a
pleading cry, nponlr.ed, prolonirert.
now lifting, now falling, but echoing
throiiKh the lnfy Klndca n If It hnd
bwn wrrti-fnm jmme honrt rackshould
ed ly kefncft ntiKiilsti: If youutrnnRV-pltcheppiir a numlnrnl. hnrrihlo,
lnugh:
or
If you
frodlens
ahould hear a voice raised In bawl-In- n
oratnrj. aiul nftcr Jill thst? the
f i man convulwd with
htw v;iil
nwphii:, then you mny know th.it
you lire clot to the little cottiiite
Where Kichnrd Mansfield, nctor. poet,
painter, nrtlst. Is wasting away.
He is fniline in l"dy nml mind.
Famous men from Montreal, from
New York, hastening to relieve him.
whu h.n been perhais the premier
Anierle-a.ldur, are arralil that he
has parsed beyond their help. His
years of
artistic effort have
robbed him of his mental and physical strength: he lies like a child and
weeps at the sight of his

;

Mrs. Monica Garcia de Ortlx, wire
of Sandldo ortlz. died Wednesday
from a fever with which she win
strU'ken while nursing her Ulster ten
days ago. Khe leslded at Santa Fe.

-

,

If-

d,

-

:

William H. Graham, aged 6 years,
fell into a deep well lit his home at
Demlng. N. M.. Wednesday and was
found fifteen minutes later dead, his
neck having been broken by the fall.

V

'I?

good
several
There have been
rains In the region of Blaekrock, N.
M., since the first "f August.
The
range grass Is plentiful and the water
supply is now abundant. The sheep
of the Zunl Indians grazing about
there are In line condition.

K

Charging his brother. Howard Jordan, with the th.eft of a bicycle, an
army Colt's pistol and a safety razor,
Harold Jordan caused a warrant to
be issued In Justice Ben Rice's court
nt Douglas, Arizona, for the erring
brother's arrest, alleging petit larceny. Should he le arrested It Is
likely that another boy, Walter Saunders, will become embroiled In the
trouble as he Is alleged to be a bad
one and Is said to have left town
with the Jordan boy. Before disappearing from Douglas about 7 o'clock
Wednesday morning, one of the boys
engaged for ten minutes a bicycle
from Fulwller's shop. Harold Jorand
dan's bicycle also disappeared
with It his army gun and razor, as
he alleges.

costume.

Did It rain little fishes from the
clouds or not, Is the question, the solution of which Is puzzling some of
the good people of Snowflake, according to our usually rellnble contemporary, the Holbrook, Ariz.. Argus. On
Saturday afternoon, at the conclusion
of a hard shower, Mrs. A. S. Fish,
who Is onerator In charge of the gov
ernment telegraph office, "hello girl '
and postmistress at that place, was
greatly astonished, on looking out of
her office window, to seeon several smal'
the bars
fish wiggling around
ground, and nt some considerable dis
tnnce from a running stream of ww.
ter. To make doubly sure that they
were real fish. Mrs. Fish went out
and picked up five of the little fellows
which were apparently unhurt.
Polishes and dressings for black
tan. brown, white, plntc. blue and
gray shoes at C. May's Shoe store.
314 west central avenue.

J
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1907.

TOO MUCHi MONEY?
A certain man opened a checking account
with ut not Ion; ago. He deposited in the
Bank what cash he had, and paid all bills
by check. Before long, he discovered that he
was earning enough and spending too much.
His checking account gave him a complete

record of all receipts and expenditures. To-tathii man is saving regularly because he
opened a checking account with us. You
can have the same experience at no expense.

y,

WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

i
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
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Capitol end surplus, $100,000

Isaae Ponklln 1s dead at Polmor.
near Springer, N. M., as a result of a
runaway accident. In getting Into his
buggy to drive to the poMofflce. Oonk-ll- n
caught his foot between the axle
UIC1IARD MANSFIELD.
and the bed of the vehicle. The
Ills latest pliotofrraph ana others horse bolted and Conklln was dragplcttirinir lilm In the characters of ged half a mile before he was res"King Hk'luvrd III" and "Beau Brum- - cued.
AND
LUNGS
mol."
The reported epidemic of peculiar
on Riverside Drive, not far from nature In Wlckenburg. six miles from
Grant's tomb.
Phoenix, Arizona, proves to be scarlet;
WITH
America has probably seen the last fever, brought there from a nearby
public performance of Its greatest camp. There have been several
r.
atter-da- y
deaths In Wlckenburg recently, but
physicians say they resulted from
other eauses, though several children
m
Endorsed by the County.
aA
PRICE
B. at
"The most popular remedy In Otse are 111 of scarlet fever In a severe
form.
BO county, and the best friend of my
wii
Trial Bottle Free
OLDS
family," writes Wm. M. Dletz. editor
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
Thomas V. McShane, who was for
and publisher of the Otsego Journal some
at
Kureka
the
time foreman
Gllbertsvllle, N. Y., "is Dr. King's
Arizona, was
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
New Discovery. It has proved to be mine, near Globe,
ipR MONEY HEFUNDED.
in the Gila river, according
drowned
coughs
cure
and
an Infallible
for
by
secreto Information received
the
colds, making short work of the tary
miners' union.
of the Globe
Williams' Indian
worst of them. We always keep a McShane
six
to
Cananea
went
SDr.
will cure Uilnc
bottle In the house. I believe It to weeks ago and from there about
to Oosa
E
and XicMt
prescription
be the most valuable
sevliBl)sortthetiiumr
Piles.
and
a
wife
leaves
He
Grande.
known for lung and throat diseases." eral children, who live four miles
nUuys the Itching at nw ac
Guaranteed to never disappoint the from Globe, at Miami Flat.
us a Doultlre. e'vt's inMani "
lief. Dr. Xvllllnms'lnillnnl'ileOI
taker, by all druggists. Price 50e and
mnnt in prepared for Piinsnmlltc
il.OO. Trial bottle free.
"tOvevy bo
One of the largest mining deals
In? of ttar private putt.
warranted. Uv rtrui:eist. tiv mill on r
that has been made In Cochise counnt
unrt
60
prlro.
years,
crnt
Is
l.ou. W LLIHI
civt
CliatnlKTlaln'H
Colic, Cholera and ty. Arizona, in a number of
top" f ' Ifvelnnd "hi
being consumated In the Dos Cabazas BWIHCTURINR
Diarrhoea Remedy, Bettor
ON
IOE SAJbE BT YA
mining district, wheiiby the Mascot
Than Three, Doctors.
"Three years ago we had three Copppr Co. Is securing an option on
AND
group
MEN
WOMEN.
In
larger
everyof
claims
nil of the
doctors with our little boy and
CJm Bin
for mnataral
thing that they could do seemed In that district, already having secured
dUchftrftMfiafl&xnnifttioD,
vain. At last when all hope seemed some fifty odd claims and the amount MrJ OhihiM U IrrltAtltmi
or
ulcvratiou
$1,000,000.
to be gone we began using Cham- Involved reaching over
of nuooai nmbrnQa.
Hv
hi i tiBrtmii
ifr
CHMriM.
Pl.t
PkifilM. anil nnl Brin.
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diare Evans ChunicaiCo.
g.nt or poi.odom.
After leading an alleged dual life
rhoea Remedy and In a few hours he
1
ol4 fey Dnffliu,
Of
began to Improve. Today he is as In Gila valley for nearly 30 years, reor
Mot In tlfttn wrapper,
healthy a child as parents wish for." spected and enjoying the full confibrI svrma, prepaid, for
Mrs. B. J. Johnston, Linton, Miss. dence of his fellow men, and accuor bottle $2.Ti.
mulating a handsome competence by
Circular mm w requMt.
For sale by all druggists.
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SPENDING

boyhood.

number of people, a warrant was issued for the arrest of John Koenig,
charging him with Insanity.
Lu's Salazar. who was caught In
possession of a horse taken from the
San Hernnrdlno ranch, near Iinuglas,
Arizona, and belonging to C O.
Chenowlth, was arrested today for
theft and will be held In Jail until
i he
meeting of the grand Jury some
time In November, having been bound
over after a preliminary examination.

oft-wo-

T'TWDAV,

thrift and hard knrwkn. word has
been received In Harford, Arizona, to
the effect that Harry Clifford Is now
serving a term 4n the penitentiary In
Indiana, to which state he removed
Hhout four months ago with hla family and Fettled near the scenes of his

At the urgent request of a number
of the residents of IMaeerlta. Arizona,
who sent a petition to the sheriff's office f.ir his arrest on the ground that
he had threatened the lives of a

int-ns-

Ills Only .Toy,
Yet there costume seem to be his
only Joy. He will have his valet
fetch them and hold them before
him. He will raise himself from his
bed and recite long passages from hla
prut plays. "Richard III." "Heau
Hrtimmel." "The Parisan Romance,"
"Nero." "Henrv V" and "Dr. Jekyl
and Mr. Hyde."
Between paroxysms he Is Itrntus
again, or Beaucaire. or Shylock. or
Ilodlon the otudent, or gloomy Napoleon, or swashbuckellng Cyrano.
And when his strength fails him, he
falls back and weeps afresh.
Mansfield has been falling for the
post few years. Always of a nervous
and often irritable disposition he
has been unable to bear up under
his lneftsant
tils vast repertory.
travel, and his constant study and
come. Memto
seasons
planning for
bers of his companies have
bitterly of his Increasing Irritation. Ju.t before the close of his
season,
an attack forced him to
last
cancel engagements, and after a rather protracted illness he went abroad
Hut
In search of rest and health.
his vacation has apparently proved
come
of no avail, and now he has woods.
back to his cottage In the deep
Will Never Act Again.
The physicians are convinced that
he will never act again.
"He nuiy take his choice," they
iray. "He may survive this attack
and undertake another season, but
ha will b a dead man before It
Clones."
Mansfield Is now SO years old. He
was born In Heligoland, the eon of
an Bngllsh army officer. His mother
waa a famous singer, under the stage
name of Madame Rudersdoff. The
bov went to Derby school in England. nd it was here, while acting
8hyUck In an amateur performance
of the Merchant of Venice, that the
Uracted the attention of the venerable Bishop of Litchfield, who ild to
Mm: "Heaven forbid that I should
uggent that you become an actor;
but. should you. If I mistake not, you
would be a great one."
A Horn Actor.
The boy tried commerce and Jour- -

CITIZEN.

Territorial

MANSFIELD ACTS AGAIN

D

EVENING

INTEREST

KILL the COUGH

ALLOWED

ON

SAYINGS

DEPOSITS

CURE the

Dr. King's

corn-plain- ed

Mow Discovery

nctor-manage-

i

nallsm, and dabbed a little at painting. But he was born an actor, and
he could no more help gravitating
to hla profession than the blru that
can help flying.
He began with
small parta In comic operas In London, and soon rose to the height of
Koko In the The Mikado. His first
appearance In this country 'was the
York, as
New
Standard
theater.
Dromez In lyes Manteaux Nolrs.
steady
was
From that time his rise
.
and uninterrupted.
Probably no American actor has
haa such a repertory as MansfieJd. He
was a creator at all times. He took
odd parts and Infused Into them new
conceptions.
He was particularly
brilliant as a stage manager developing tricks of stagecraft that never
failed to surprise and delight
Some years ago he married Beatrice Cameron, his leading woman.
They have one son, Geo. Gibbs Manshis
field, said to much resemble
father In his tastes for the stage.Is
The Mansfield home In New York
a handscne white stone residence

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

OrriCKR AND OIRKCTORB
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLD8
Prcaldrat
M. W. FLOURNOY
Vic. PrMldent
FRANK McKKB
CuUir
R. A. FROST
AutaUnt Cnhler
H. F. RAYN0LD1
Director
,
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DKPoiTorr

m.

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Sarplua and Profit
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

..

&

I500.9H.M

I258.000.M
Santa Fe ilallway Company

A BANK. FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE

ALL THE TIME
STATE NATIONAL BANK
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ALBUQUERQUE
2nd and Cold
Whoop-e-e-e--

THE BIG FAIR
Annual
Territorial Fair Association

New Mexico

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

i

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Wild Wesi In the Real West
Broncho

Busting

Bucking Bulls

Best riders in the territories,
among the cowmen, will attempt
to break a bunch of "outlaw
horses

Though plenty attempt it, not
one buster in a thousand can stay
on a real bucking bull

Relay Racing

Native Sports

Exciting five-mil- e
contests by the
most nimble riders and mounts
in the southwest

"Gallo" racing, "Palitto" or native
"shinny", pony and burro races,
etc., etc.

Continuous

Carnival

of

Dangerous

Deeds

and

Fool-Har-

dy

J. A. WEINMAN
President

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
--

OLD

ROY A. STAMM

Secretary

WELIA-BL-

ESTABLISHED

L. B. PUTNEY
i

1171.

S
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THE WHOLESALE

C ROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

Carrt.i th. larceat and

Moat
In

Biclusiv. Stock of Staple Orocorio.
th SouthweaL

i

tm

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

Fun

RAILWAY RATES. HALF FARE OR BETTER

I

Wholesale Grocers

Twenty-Sevent- h

7 to 12 INCLUSIVE
OCTOBER
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO

A

2nd sad Cold

See Him Pull Leather!

e!

RAILROAD AVENTJB.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone make, the
dutlee lighter, the care. Ira.
and the worrie fewer.
TOU NEi.

The
telephone
preaerrM
your health, prolong your Ufa
and protects yonr home.

A TELEPHONE

IX TOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

g

I

Friday. Avc.rsT

ALBtJQUERQUE

itw.

ie.
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Property Near Sliver City Is Rangers Who Killed Alleged
Horsethleves Are
Showing Up With
Not Held.
High Grade.
Silver City, N. M., August 1. 8. O.
flmlth recently purchased a property
at Camp Fisher, five mllos from town,
which Is opening up In a wav that
Burprlsed even Mr. Smith himself and
which promises to be a bonanza for
him. This mine was worked In 85
and though, some rich ore was taken
out the values were low and the mine
was abandoned. Mr. Smith spent 19
days getting the old shaft cleaned out
and then went to work. He had
values of about 4 0 ounces to the
ton. A couple of shots showed a
change In values and an assay showed 211 ounces to the tn. This was
on Sunday morning. On Tuesday an
assay showed 600 ounces to the ton.
This was good, but by Wednesday
morning the ore showed values of
1.000 ounces to the ton. The mineral
Is blackhorn, greenhorn and chlorides
of silver. Tho vein is seven feet wide
and the gauge matter a soft porphyry
mineral assays 18 ounces to the ton.
The mineral vein hugs .the hanging
wall and Is 20 inches wide. Mr. Smith
now has ten tons of ore on the dump
and will make a carload shipment
very soon. Mr. Smith Is an old time
miner, coming here from Alamogor-d- o
district about a year ago and going first Into the dairy business. This
could not hold him long and he got
bnck Into the mining game. The mine
with values such as the above at 38
feet should develop Itself and Mr.
Smith Is naturally not on the market
with It. lie purchased the property
from Nat Fisher after whom the camp
Is named, and who Is one of the old
time prospectors In the country.
There are several other promising
properties In this same locality and
several are now In rich ore. Those
operating there, are Carter and Hurn-sldNat Fisher, O. W. Robinson nnd
James Cumbee. The camp is about
a mile this side of Camp Fleming on
the west side of McCormacks peak.
Burros.
H. V. Thompson will soon acquire
the reputation If he has not got It
already, of being a very lucky operator In mining properties. Mr. Thompson was one of the original owners
and operators of the now famous
Sampson and the little less famous
Virginia, Mr. Thompson Is now at
work on the Ocala property on Mary
Ouleh adjoining the National Copper
Mining company properties. The National company have established the
existence of Immense ore bodies on
their property and Mr. Thompson
has fine promise on the Ocala of
equally good ore. He Is sinking and
has at the present reached a depth of
2B0 feet with a fine showing of ore
already and every indication that
with depth he will penetrate a body
sufficiently large to put the Ocala
on the big property list. Mr. Thompson Is also at work upon the Austin
properties in which he Ja Interested.
These claims are close to the National company's holdings and here again
from
he has promising indications
his development work.
Manager C. P. Laughlin of the Nareturned
tional Copper Mining Co.
last week from a trip to St. Louis,
where he went to consult with the
officers of his company regarding a
number of extensive Improvements in
in Whitewathe company's property
Mr. Laughlin having sucter canyon.developing
one
of thefinest
ceeded In
properties In all this country naturally enjoys the confidence of the comand his
pany te the fullest extent, necessary
suggestions concerning the
equipment to place this mine among
are to be folthe best of producers
The comlowed out in their entirety.Immediately
pany will proceed almost
a mill and the
with the erection of
Installation of the necessary machinand
ery for the working of the mine
mill. Other extensive and necessary
Improvements will be made also.
e.

Subscribe for The Citizen and ret

the news.

FARE-ROUN-

Silver Hell. Ariz., August 1 R. A
coroner's verdict finds Hanger Frank
S. Wheeler and Deputy Sheriff and
Constable John Cameron to have acted in the discharge of their duties
and to have- been Justified and acting
nt the time of the
In
killing near AJo of Lee Iscntley on.
Jim Kerrlck. The evidence of Officers Wheeler nnd Cameron was fully
and substantially corroborated by two
Papago Indians, eye witnesses to the
killing. The Indians testified that
Wheeler called to Hently and Kerrlck twloe and Cameron called once
before a shot was fired and that
Hentley fired the first shot. The officers' testimony was that Bentley
raised and threw his gun Into position to fire but was struck in the
right arm by a bullet. Ho then shifted the position of his gun to the
other hand, but was struck again and
never had an opportunity to fire a
shot. Kerrlck shot once at Cameron
who returned his fire, but the officers were unable to Identify the actual shot that killed either man.
The Killing.
This Investigation has been going
on In Silver Bell for a day and a half
and tho result has been awaited with
considerable interest.
Kerrlck and Hentley were killed
by Hanger Wheeler and Deputy Sheriff Cameron of Yuma county nearly
two months ago, near AJo. The officers believed them to be
rustlers, and noticing that they had
several head of horses with them,
demanded that they stop and explain. Bentley and Kerrlck claimed
that they were prospectors, but as
they had no outfit with them such as
prospectors carry, they started to arrest them. Bentley and Kerrlck refused to submit to arrest, however,
ami a fight started, during which both
of the suspected men were killed.
of Bentley afterwards
Relatives
claimed that the officers had fired
without provocation and demanded
that a coroner's inquest bo held,
which request was granted. The Inquest started yesterday morning before Justice
John Poan nt Silver
Bell, with IMslrict Attorney Dick In
charge of the Investigation.
self-defen-

CHANGES IN POSTAL

Washington, D. C, August 16.
The following changes In postofflces
in New Mexico are announced:
i
Office established at Jordan, Quay
county, and Jennie C. Jordan appointed postmistress.
Office established
at Kile, Quay
county, J. T. Lovejoy appointed postmaster.
Office established
at McAllster,
Quay county, Mary C. McAllster appointed postmistress.
Office at Ranchitos,
Rio Arriba
county, discontinued.
Thomas A. Triplett appointed postmaster at Koehler, .Colfax county.
State of Ohio, city or Toieao,
Lucas County. ss.
Frank J. Chenney makes oath that he
Is senior partner of the firm of V. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business In the
City of Toledo. County and Btate aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the sum
of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARB for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot
be cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In
my presence, this 6th day of December,
A. D.

1X86.

A. W. OLEASON,
Notary Publics.

(Seal.)

Hail's Catarrh Cure is taken internally
and acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Bend for
testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props..
Toledo, Ohio.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

TRIP

D

From ST. LOUIS
Take
'BIG FOUR ROUTE'

CHICAGO

Take

"LAKE

SHORE"
Or
CENTRAL

MICHIGAN

' The Niagara Falls Route '

"AMERICA'S GREATEST
RAILWAY SYSTEM"

From PEORIA. Tikt
Lake Eric & Western
Oi
'BIG FOUR ROUTE'

SARATOGA, N. Y., and Return
ACCOUNT OF MEETING

Grand Army
SlOO

Republic

Good to Return to Sept. 17
Tickets on sale Sept.
Extension to Oct. 6ih secured by deposit and Xee of $1
Tickets Routed via Our Lines will be accepted at your
pleasure by the Boat Lines In either Direction, between
Detroit, Toledo, Cleveland, and Buffalo. Also between
Albany and New York.
Saratoga to New York or Iloxton and 1 tot urn
$6.00
TrlDS banytuga to Xew York or Hot-to-n ami return to Al- - $3.00
at Battle Creek, Detroit. Sandusky, Vet field, and
K1,r
lulls. On tiolii Journey Pessenger to leave last
stopover point not later than Sept. 9th.. On Return
J Jouney
10 days within transit limit.

JlVurcJ

"iSSM

CHATAQUA and RETURN
Tare from

CHICAGO,

$17.50;

PEORIA.

BOSTON and RETURN
Euro from CHICAGO.

$21.

New England Resorts
loiii

CHICAGO

or ST.

$22.30;

Fare

Ae.

LOUIS, $27.80.

J.2o,24i sPi. 10, u, 24,
Fare from sT. LOUISl$27.00
from ST. IXJUS, $27.

Au-6-

28.

ST.

-

6, 10, 20, 24;

spt.

Any

24, 28

One l'ore Plus $2.00 for
the Hound Trip.

CANADIAN RESORTS daily until sept,
I.OVIS,
From CHICAGO

u,

10,

IX H IS,

or ST.

so,

One Furo Plus $2.00 for
Trip.
Railroad Ticket Agent will lie glad to give you full
Information and ticket you via

the It.

u ml

NEW YORK CENTRAL
WARREN J. LYNCH.

r

Trafllc Muiutgcr,

LINES
CHICAGO.

vrrt.

IF I E

Js

Tlhese Ads IReacli More People Daily TSian You Can vee in. a MontH
FOR RENT

WANTED

FOU RENT To healthy people, S
or
modern house, famished. Inquire 713 West Silver avenue.
FOR RENT Light, slry
rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All rooms opening
on the outside. Price, $1 per weuk
and up. Minneapill
iljine, 524
South Second. A. T. IJivjie, Pro- prietor.
FOR RENT Any number of rooms
furnished to suit tenant. Also five
room cottage nicety furnished, wilh
piano. Apply 110 East Coal

WANTED flood carpenters, waiters
and waitresses; also good cooks,
for small crews; good wages.
1 grocery
Can furnish an
clerk, from the east, first class references, good personal
appearance.
On the ground now.

FOR RK.NT Pleasant, well furnished front rooms, near business center; rates reasonable.
Corner
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
FOR REXT--Severa-l
small 'cottages,
all nicely furnished for housekeeping. J. B. Block, Jemei Hot
Springs, N. M.
FOR RENT Houses 4 to 8 rooms
bIro 30 room hotel rooming hou.e.
W. IT. McMllllon, realestate dealer,
211 West Gold avenue.
FOR KENT A few nicely furnished
room, with use of bath, very reasonable; no Invalids. Hotel Craigo,
Silver avenue, between First and
Second streets.
dwelling
Foil KENT Five-roftwith screen porch In first class
to shops,
condition. convenient
$16.50. including city water; also
good
dwelling $12. Lloyd
Hunsoker, 205 West Gold avenue.
FOR RENT More people who need
a house, a room or a ranch, will
see this ad. today, than even a real
estate agent could Interview In a
long time.
m

FOR SALE
1

.

m

ewly

1

1

MEXICO

FARMERS
HARVESTING

Texico,

OPPORTUNITIES
TICKETS

R.R.

o.

MILLET

N. M., August

16.

(Spe-

cial) The farmers of this community have found a new and remarkably
successful crop. Millet, which has
proven so successful in Kansas, Is being extensively planted here and th
yield of grain and hay is phenomenally heavy. Corn is an assured crop
for this year- - in this community an4
there Is a large acreage.
Texico is to have a daily paper.
The Weekly Trumpet ofllce will issue the paper and H. P. Putnam
will be editor.
G. W. Carr, of this place ha been
appointed county commissioner
to
fill the place of J. B. Crawford, wha
has resigned.
S. S. Forest, of the Forest Lumber
Co., of Texico and Clovis, has decided to sell his lumber yards and
retire from business.
The Porter Hardware Co., Jack
Porter, John Conley. R. E. Maddux
proprietors, has built a fine
brick block for their extensive
stock.
A deep well is to be drilled and a
stand pipe erected for fire protection.
Mains are to be laid on the principal
streets and hose carts and a chemicai
engine ordered.
two-Hto-

ry

Heart Strength
Heart strength, or Hesrt Weakness, meant Nsrr
PtranrtQ, or Narva Weaxoew nothing mora,
not one weak heart In a hundred U, la
actually dlteatad. It it almort alwari a
hidden tiny little narra that rvally all at fault.
To! oUcure mure the Cardiac, or Heart Nerve
Imply oeedt, and must hare, more power, mora
tabillty, more eonlrolltii. more governing
itrength. Without that the Heart must continue
to fail, and the (tomach and kidueyi alio have
thete mmi controlling nerves.
Thli clrarly explain why, at a medicine, Dr.
Snoop i Keatorative hat In the past done to much
for weak and ailing Heart. Dr. Shoop flnt tnuynt
the cause of all thu painful, palpitating, iuUochW
bur heart distress. Dr. fjhoop't Kstoralive this
popular prescription Is alone directed to these
Weak and wasting nerve centers.
It builds I
lUtrengthens; it offers real, tannine heart help.
11 FOU would have strong Heart, mtrnnr At.
rtstlon. strengthen these Inorvu
1

luam as needed, with

Restorative
n.

Homeopathic

TuasaefloBM

Col burn's

1 18 W. R. R. Ave
ROSENFIEID'S,
Employment Agency
109 West Silver Ave.
Phone 480
WANTED ? You can get it through
this column.
ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
WANTED NurSe. Call at 6U West
Roma avenue, or telephone 793.
BUREAU
Spanish speaking
WANTED Two
agents.
Apply 218 H South Sec209 8. Second Street
ond street
WANTED To buy all kinds of
Wanted-- Ar
furniture. Scheer & Warllck,
Once, Servant Girl
205 EastCentral avenue.
WANTED A good delivery horse.
cheer & Warllck, The New Furniture Store, 206 East Central aveREAL ESTATE BARGAINS
nue.
WANTED Position as cierk or ofFOU SALE.
fice man.
Have had experience
Fonr room adobe house
and can give good references. Ad
and about an acre of
dress, J. W. Harvey, 1201 Easi
fine garden land, W.
Railroad avenue, city.
$ 800
Contra avenno
WANTED Girl for general" houseTlires room house, four
Cook
preferred.
work.
Good
lots,
North
Fourth
wages. Mrs. A. B. McGaffey, 1123
1,000
street
Tijeras avenue.
Three room house aad
on acre of land, three
WANTED Ladles desiring Millinery
miles north of town. .
400
at less than cost to call on MIjs
Three room house, furCrane, 512 North
Second street.
complete,
Millinery and dressmaking parlors;
nished
two
horses, sprinjr
Rood
also apprentices wanted.
wagon
one
acre
and
WANTED Capable
to
salesman
ot land
500
cover New Mexico with staple line,
Six room house, West
high commissions wtth $100 monthNew York avenue... 2,500
ly advance. Permanent position to
Six room house, West
right man. Jess H. Smith Co., DeMarquette avenue . , , 1,800
troit. Michigan.
FOR RENT.
LOST
FOUND
Six
room brick house,
bath,
cellar.
Fourth
LOST An opportunity if you did not
ward
$20.00
use these columns.
Apart incuts in lloM9 flats,
two to six rooms, modFOt'ND Through The Albuquerque
ern conveniences, $10 to 20.00
citizen.
Four room brick house,
FOUND .Some money, owner may
bath, cellar, Fourth wart I 23.00
have same by applying to L. F.
Seven room brick house,
Lee, 711 A mo street.
modern, furnished or unfurnished, close In.
Three rooms for lluhthou.se- keeping, close in
15.00
DRY FARM SPEECH
Five room house, South
Second street
15.00
Five room frame,
First
AT
20.00
ward

Look for the Label

Occidental life nulldlng.
Toleplsone, 886.
DR. R. L.

J

Physician
Rooms 6 &

7, N

French Bakery Co.

and

Sur

The Leading Stationer.

P. Matieucci
FIRST CLASS SHOEMAKER

geons. Over Ya tin's Drug Store,
Phone, Office and Res., 628.

rrtONT, I OB North rirmt

OffsTaTM

DR. C. A. FRANK
Physieln-- i and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and 5 Domett Rulldlng.
Ofllce hours, 8 to 12, 2 to 5, and
tot 8 p, in.

Your Credit is Good
with

E. M AHARAM

7

Clothe your family on $1.00
per week
Ote WatC0ntra$

V. EUGENE PROYINS, M. D.
Specialist, Eye, Enr and Thront,
I.nte assistant to chair of dlsenseti of
eye, enr and throat In Hospital
College of Medicine, Louisville, Ky.
Eyes prperly tested for glasses.
Saddle horses a specialty. Best
Rooms 6 to 8, N. T. Armijo liuiliUng. drivers
In the city. Proprietors ot
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
BAMBROOK BROS.
DENTISTS
Phone 896.
112 John Street
DR. J. E. KIWPT
Dental Surgery.
&
Meat- Rooms 2 nnd 3, Harnett Building,
For
the
Next
Ten
Days
Over O'RIelly's Drug store.
At Less Than Cost to Close Out
Appointments made by mall.
Summer Stock.
MISS C. P. CRANE. Millinery and
Phono 144.
Dressmaking Parlors, 612
North Second St.

Highland Livery

MIL,L,INKRY

Trimmed

Household Goods

FANCY DRY GOODS
Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for

FANCY WORK
Mrs, M.

MONEY to LOAN

town-peop-

Zell-woo-

.iit-Hii'i-

C

224 W.

Wilson

W. E,

Gold

MAUGER

WOOL

Star Furniture Co.

step-fath-

REfAIRSR

A NO

DR. C. A. IXLEU
Mountalnalr, N. M., August 16.
215 WfstGold ye.
Arrangements have been completed
Dentist.
for a lecture by II. W. Campbell, of
Lincoln, Neb., the exponent of dry
farming, which will be delivered here When you want to buy, sell, N. T. Armijo Building. Prone 869,
nt 2 o'clock on the afternoon
of
Thursday, August 29. A barbecue
rent or exchange
will be given by the people of Mountalnalr at noon and an entertainment
EDMCND J. ALGER, D. D. S.
will also take place In the evening.
Both lecture and barbecue will be
Ofllce hours, 0 a. in. U 12:30 p. m.
free and a general Invitation Is extended' to everyone to attend.
1:30 to 5 p. m.
busy
find
Keep
until you
This will be the only lecture Mr.
Appointments made by mall.
Campbell will give In New Mexico
this season and he will undoubtedly
306 AVest Central Ave.
Plione 456.
be welcomed by a large audience as
the people of Torrance county generally appreciate the Importance of his
LAWYERS
subject.
214 W. Gold Ave.
two
Mr. Campbell will be here
days, one of which he will spend In Albuquerque
New Mexico
R. W. D. BRYAN
looking over the country with a view
of establishing one of his model
farms, and he will also visit the old
Attorney at Law.
apple trees at Manzano.
Ofllce, First National Bank Building,
On
Pianos, Organs
Alubquerque, N. 31.
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WAR!
TO NEW MEXICANS HOUSE RECEIPTS, a low aa II
E. V. DOUSO.V
Loans
and as high as ' $200.
Attorney at Law.
piivats
made and strictly
Washington, D. C, August 16
Time: One month to one year glvar.
The following pensions have been Goods remain In your
Ofllce Cromwell Block,
possession
granted to New (Mexico veterans:
rates are reasonable. Call an'
Alubquerque, N. M.
August Wlnkelman, Santa Rosa Our
ee ua before borrowing.
$20 per month from April 22, 1907.
LOAN
CO.
HOUSEHOLD
THE
Calway M. Matheny, Melrose, $12
Steamship tickets to and from a'
per month from February 23, 1907.
IRA M. BOND
parts of the world
Frank Toibln, Fort Bayard, $12 per
Attorney at Iaw.
,
month from uecember
Rooms S and 4, Qrant Bids.
iue.
Thomaa W. East, Tolar, $10 pet
80JV4 West Railroad Ave.
Pensions,
Land Patents, Copyrights,
montn rrom January 17, lU7.
PRIVATE OFFICHS.
Benlno Qutterres, Santa Fe, $15 pef
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
a.
Evening
Open
month from March 9, 1907.
Marks, Claims.
Joseph W. Swan, Capltan, $12 pet
32 F. street, N. M. Washington, D. C.
month from .March 25, 1907.
Rita Saia de Ourule, Las Vegas, $8
per month from February 15, 1907.
INSURANCE
Carl Englehart, Uuadaluplta, $15
per month from March 20, 1907.
Basilla T. da CJarcla, LeLiendra,
JUST BOUGHT TOWN
B. A. SLEYSTER
$8 per month from March 25, 1907.
Wm. J. Worden, Las Cruces, $11
per month from March 9, 1907.
PltUburg,
Insurance, RenI Estate, Notary
Pa., August 16. The
Manzano, $6 pet latest motto among
Eleno Samora,
PlltHbuig millionPublic.
month from February 11, 1907.
is: "If you don't like the town
Joseph V. Loekhart, Florence, $20 aires
buy It and move It."
12 and 14, Cromwell Block,
per month from March 26, 1907
James Laughlin, Jr., of the Jones Room
Rleke Watson, Albuquerque,
it
company,
&
fclteel
Laughlin
has
N. M. Phone 138.
Albuquerque,
per month from March t, 1906.
the town of Zellwood, Orange
Lewis A. Tomlinsoti, Carlsbad $12 bought
county, Florida, to add to his winter
per month from March 11, 1907
le
estate. The
had become
A. E. WALKER
hostile to him. Zellwood cared nothing for progress and refused to fell
APPOINTED CLERK
lire Insurance.
a lot to a Pittsburg hotel man for
a modern hotel, thinking It would
bring too many people to the neigh- Secretary Mutual Building Association
OF PENITENTIARY borhood and destroy Its pastoral
217 West Central Avenue.
calm. This didn't eult Laughlin, so
he wrote checks for the town.
d
selected
The
M. L. SCIIUTT
for his winter residence, conSanta Fe, N. M., August 16. John
Jeorns, of Raton, was yesterday ap- sidering It a place of unusual beauty
Iteul I '.state and loans.
pointed clerk of the territorial peni- and exceptional climate. He has now
A'Tnt fill fli 'IVtt
liiwiiiniuiA
by Superintendent Marlon changed the name to rjydonle.
tentiary
Com-ianIlartfom. Conn., Life and
to
S.
E.
Newcomer,
succeed
Littrell.
p.iroiiKv-Ni ii
toiiiaiiy
recently resigned. Mr. Jeorns Is a
writing accident Insurance
In
the
citizen of Raton, where he has re- FLINT WILL RESIGN
world.
years,
sided for over ten
and Is a
219 South Second Sstreet.
man who enjoys an enviable reputation for Integrity and good hablU.
ON SEPTEMBER 1
He Is an accountant and bookkeeper
MISCELLANEOUS
and has for several years past held
lile position of bookkeepthe
er for the Remsburg Mercantile com
Santa Fe, X. M., August 16. Herpany, a weli known wholesale and bert 1'. Flint, assistant secretary of WILLI M WALI.ACE M'CLELLAN
retail firm of the (late City. Mr. the territory, expects to sever his
Jeorns was also connected for some connec tions with and resign that ofJustl
of the Peace. Precinct
t me with the accounting department
ficii on September 1.
He will go to
No. 12. Votary Public.
p
j
partner-fhlColliN-tions- .
a
&
into
Topeka
enter
and
of the Atchison.
Hunla Fe Las Cruces
Railway company at Raton.
with Attorney Joseph I", lion-haIt Is
Ofllce 121 North Second hMins-t- .
expected that the new clerk will j
senior member of the law firm Itfnidcuee 723 North Fourth Street,
reach Santa Fe Saturday night and' of Ronham and Wade. Mr. lionham
Aluhuerque, N, M.
of Mr. Flint, who has
assume the duties of his position Sun- Is
day.
Mr. Littrell, who has known' made a favorable record In the posiMr. Jeorns from the time he first tion which he will resign on SeptemTIKsS. K. 1). MAIHMSON
became a resident of Raton, is of the ber 1. Mr. Flint may be succeeded
opinion that, Judging by the record as aasiHtant by his brother, N. C
he Flint, formerly of Las Cruces, who
and standing of the appointee,
Notary Public.
will fill the position satisfactorily and arrived yesterday from Aguascallente.
successfully. The new clerk was also Mexico, where he has been employed
highly recommended by leading busi- for some time as private secretary to
Ollice with W. It. Childcr.
ness men and citizens of his home the superintendent of motive power '
I
117
town.
of the Mexican Central railway.
et Gold Avenue.
re.-po-

I

On the Comer

1

A. Montoya

Central

HAWLEY

BRONSON

Physicians

E.

8uppllea Finishing for Amateur.
loan Kodaks free.

T. Armijo Itulldlng.
&

202

Eastman Kodaks

IirST

and Surgeon

DRS. RRONSON
Homeopathic

BREAD

with Raube and Mauser
Of floe, lis North First Be
AiiBUQCERQlTE. N. U.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERT, BALE, FEED ANT
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mule Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

TOE OLDEST MILL

TS THE CITY.
When in need of mutt, door, frsunen,
specialty. 40M
South. First street. Telephone 408.

etc Screen work

Thos. F. Keleber
DEVOES READY PATST
One Gallon Covers 600 Square FMt,
PALMETTO ROOF VAVTt
Stop Leaks, Lasts Five Years.
JAP-A-LA-

408 Watt Railroad Avaoaa
TOTI st ORAD I
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Rajs.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders fr
this line with us.
NORTH TH T.D BT.
I13-IH-I-

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All Kinds of

Fresh and Salt Mas
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIENWORT
Masonic Bulldlnsr. North Tl.- 'THORNTON

s

& CO.

EXPERT HOl'SE CLEANERS.
121 N. 3rd St.
Stove repairing, itolLshlug and set.
ting up a
We hire only
the mwt experienced help In our
line.
Phone, Office 460. :: Res. 620.
HH-iult-

BOHDKRS,
I

NDIUtTAKEU.

er

i

Dr. Shoop's
J.

Anoelallon Offlct

and Surgeon

Physician

CARDS

BUTTERNUT

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.

BOUGHT, SOLO
EXCHAN6ED

Caaranifo

multi-millionai- re

BOLD BY

AND

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

and

FOR SALE Second hand buggy and
cart, alio nice pony. W. H. Mi- M !!l!0J?i? 1 1 We s t G o d ave n u e
.
FOR SALE Iron safe, new. Inquire
at this office.
FOR SALE On easy payments, a low
slightly scratched machines. Singer Sewing Machine Co.
good
FOU SALE Typewriter,
ss
new at a secrtflce. Address, "Typewriter." care of Citizen office.
FOU SALE At a bargain, furniture
of a
rooming house. Must
sell at once.
Apply 217
South
Second street.
FOU
SALE Five-roomodern
house, most fashionable district In
city. Cheap If sold at once. B. N.
Citizen.
FOR SALE OR R ENT
built house, with 150 feet front
ground. Inquire 915 North Sixth
street. Owner.
FOR SALE A first class unused
ticket to the City of Mexico and
return.
care
Address "Ticket,"
Citizen ofllce.
FOR SALE Some people prefer to
pay 5 per cent agents commission
on their sale, others advertise in
this column.
tf'uK SALE
Half ....
in estab- Interest
I ......
I.
lluharl. i .w" . u ki...
yj uni ueg,
aT i A
j
.
.
.
..
.
.
r
.1
m it
f
n
prop., 12th street and Mountain
road.
FOR SALE Special low rates. To
Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas
City. One way or round trip tickets furnished In any part of the
United States. Low rates to California. See us B 4 U buy. Moore's
Ticket Office, 113 Central avenue.
Member American Ticket Brokers'
Association.
six-roo- m

SERVICE ANNOUNCED

VIA
Prom

IL

MURDER

MINES

ONE

rr,r.

CITIZEN.

OF

OF

E

EVENING

CO.

F. W. SPENCER

Architect.
Kuouis
and 47, Burnett Building;
Albuiuei'(iie, N. M. Plume 553,
4

Mid Summer Sale
of Men's, Women's and Children's low hoe.
good deal of hot weather ahead of us and It

PERSONAL.

EXAMINATIONS

PARAORAPUS

IN THE

J. K. Mason, of Belen, Is here on
business.
L. H. Moody, of Belen, Is registered
at the Cralge.
M. J. Kelly, of San Marclal, Is a
business visitor In the city.
J. D. Newman, of Flagstaff, Arlx.,
Is registered at the Sturges.
Mrs. H. J. Bambrook and Miss Anna Bambrook left last night for San

Is mill
will pny yon to
In a pair of our stylish Oxford.', especially at the low price we
Tln-r- e

Diego. Cal.
H. C. Yonti. a well known Jeweler
of Santa Fe, Is registered at the

are offering them for.

J. W. Arkers, of the Arm of Ackers
Townsend of Santa Fe, Is registerat Sturges' European hotel.
Mrs. E. B. Millet, of the Millet
studi i. led this morning for Colorado
Srrlng.. where she wjh visit relatives.
United States Marshal C. M For- aker l In Sandoval county today
serving summons for Santa Fe county
court.
Dr. W. D. Radcllff. of Belen. Bee
retary of the New Mexico Medical
association. Is In the city on professional business.
Mrs. M. O. Ribbons,
of Pearce,
Ariz., Is in the city visiting and shopping. Mrs. Gibbons is stopping at the
Grant Central hotel.
B. L. Davis, of the firm of Sryler
& uavis, cmer engineer ror tha Blue,
water Development company. Is reg'
Istered at the Alvarado.
Albert Thelln, the Central avenue
anticipates
barber shop proprietor,
leaving the city this evening on a
pleasure trip to Kansas City.
Mrs. Harvey 1'oora was operated
up in at Si Joseph' hospital yester
day fc a tium r. Mrs. Moore sur
vived the operation and the anasthe-tic- s
and wag resting comfortably today.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Wootton, of 022
West Central avenue, are enjoying a
visit from Mrs. Wootton'a mothsr and
sister, Mrs. K. W. Van Horn and
daughter, of Pueblo, who arrived in
the city on today's limited.
Mrs. Ida Van Sant, of Peoria, 111.,
a rived on the California limited today
for a visit to her son. Dr. R. M. Van
Sant. After a two weeks' sojourn
here, Mrs. Van Sant will continue to
California on a pleasure trip to the
Pacific coast.
J. W. Jones is tha new superintendent of the Rio Grande Woolen mills.
Mr. Jones Is recently of Manchester,
Iowa, and comes to New Mexico recommended to 'be an expert textile
worker. J. H. Bearrup, president of
the Woolen mills, says the company
has about forty million pounds of
wool on hand, and that the mills will
be started running at a full capacity
at once, and will be kept running as
long as the raw material lasts.
&

ed

i
$1.50 nt $1.15
1.00
2.00 at
? 25 at 1.75

Woiwn's Cunvns Oxford
Women' CnvM Oxfords
Women's ttanvivt Oxfonls

.

Women's
Women's
Women's
Women's

5

KM Oxford

Khl Oxford
Kid Oxfonls
Kid Oxfonls

Catwvaa Oxfonls
s
VW Kid Oxfonls
Men' Velour Calf Oxfonls
Men's Patent Colt Oxfbrds.

Men's

2.50
8.50
4.00

M.-n'-

..

"t
"J
at

t
at
at

1.10
2.S5

1.95
2.75
S.15

If in Need or rixtures
Call on

I Reliance Electric Co.
Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.

We Have the Largest Stock of

$

MAIUmS

tBI

OrJKIl III

NIB

UIIY

HOTEL ARRIVAL.

GO.

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Cralge.

I. K. Smith. El Paso; W. Ml rhels.
J. Kemp, Kansas City; L. B. Moody,
Helen.

Tinners

Plumbers

Saoy

P. D. Watson, Denver: L. G. Shea.
Jackson, Mich.; S. II. Swift; R. E.
Bowden, Los Angeles: F. R. Blunt,
Chicago; Wm. J. McDermott, Kansas
City; M. J. Kelly, San Marcial. N.
M.; J. K. Mason, Belen; C. Weston
and wife, Murphysboro, Ala.
Alvarado,
H. C. Elder, Kansas City; A. Fink,
Los Angeles; O. E. Herman, Denver; B. P. Phelps, Topeka, Kansas;
Wilbur N. Ryer, Denver; F. H. Bur-maBaglnaw, Mich.; C. B. Nlccolls,
Chicago; B. L. Davis, Bluewater N.
M.; R. Fleischer, Nogalea, Arts.; C.
B. Trlppet, Detroit, Mich.; F. W.
Chicago; W. D. Radcllffe,
Belen; J. D. Newman, Flagstaff, Arizona; S. Simpson, St. Louis.

Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads

Our.
Line of

White

Refrig-

n,

erators

Moun
tain Ice

is the

Cream
Freezers

most
complete
in the city

Water

Water

Cooler$

Filters

Grand Central.
J. Cohn and wife, Cheyenne, Wyoming; Max Blitz. Topeka, Kan.: Mrs,
M. C. Gibbons, Pearce, Ariz.; Mrs. K.
Edwards. Butte, Mont.; A. F. McDowell; J. N. Clark; J. C. Warwick,
Canon City, Colo.

o

Palace

RAILROAD
Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass. Clocks, Silverware.
A SQUARE DEAL.

yoar trade and guarantee

Vt

rt

V

AVE
We Invite

A' vv

shipment of

hameter

Ohicago board of trade. Each emphasized the Importance of the
action by the president.
have been
The communications
referred to Commissioner of Labor
harles P. Nelll. It is understood
that no Instructions or recommend"
datlona have been forwarded to Mr.
Nelll.
From the flrwt Mr. Nelll has been
Active In an endeavor to effect a settlement of the trouble. It Is stated
here that he has made no report to
the president, nor has he received
messages from Mr. Roosevelt touching upon the matter In hand.
Mr. Nelll's movements have been
rhMely followed, and while the direct
statement Is not made, tho Impression Is given that In Mr. Nelll's effort
the adt ilnlstration considers that the
limit ot Its functions and authority In
the matter is being exercised.
O. R. T. May Help.
Kansas City, August 16. Cal E.
Ryle. chairman of the grievance committee of the local union of the Commercial Telegraphers' union, declared
yesterday that the Order of Railway
Telegraphers had
tendered to the
Commercial men now oa strike their
$1,000,000 reserve fund.
The official record of the proceedings of the biennial session of the
railroad telegraphers, held at Minne
apolis in May last, however, shows
to the report of I W.
that according secretary-treasureQuick, grand
the
Telegraphers has
Railway
Order of
no such huge fund available to aid
an allied union.
As a matter of fact, the report of
Secretary-TreasurQuick
shows
that the protection fund March 31.
1907, showed a balance on hand ot
only $62,400.37.
The report of Mr. Quick did show
4
that his order had a total of
on hand March 31, 1907, In
general
order,
of
but
fund
the
he,
(Ills, would tmt appear to be available
f'kr use In aiding lulled unions.
r
pf Ralli
The members of
way Telegrapher ton not be
saw
wicnotrft a referendum vote, a' major
ity of tha members voting for the assessment. To take a referedum roes
of. 86,000 members would be a big
task and would consume ftewrai
weeks' time.

YOUNG MEN'S CLOTHING

dl-te- ct

Today and "tomorrow the eelonn
of the Bernalillo county school teachers' Institute, at the Fourth ward
school, will be devoted to examinations. For tho past two weeks the
Institute has been held here under
the direction of Professor Rupert F.
Asplund, of the University of New
Mexico, assisted by Miss Elizabeth
Wllley and Professor A. B. Stroup,
Tody Superintendent Clark of public Instruction In the territory, is a
visitor at the Institute.
Miss Wllley has conducted a model
class of twenty teachers during the
last two weeks and her efforts were
conducive of much practical benefit
to the teachers assembled.
A county teachers' reading circle
e
was organised this week for tha
of keeping abreast of the times
in mutters In relation to teaching.
This circle will meet every two
months and It is required of each
teacher to read one book on the profession of teaching and another, a
text book, on some line of academic
study.
session Bernalillo
At yesterday's
County Superintendent A. U. Stroup
was elected president of the county
teachers' association and Miss
was chosen secretary. It was
also decided to start a teachers' professional library, which will be located in the office of tho county superintendent in the court house. Any
donations of educational books to this
library will be highly appreciated.
In all thlrtyone teachers attended
the Institute. They are the following:
r
Adele Goss,
Adele Bordcnave,
Grace Mordy, JeHsie Mordy, Ethel
PerFluke, Mary Halght, Blanche
kins, Beatrice Sleight. Anna Allen,
Margaret Keleher, Dolores Armljo.
VlUa Plnney, .Ona Schupp, Belva
Olive Zelner, Mrs. O'Connor
Roberts, Mrs. Harriet Winston,
Pearce, Lillian Morse, Mrs. Low-r- y,
Lonetta Bratton, Maria Esplnosa,
Grace Newman, Clara Thompson,
Annie Barker, Mrs. Katherlne Sleight
Francisco
Ella Perea, J. Perea, Jose Salazar.
fJUAPE FRUIT AT THE MO. Klsrr'a Mother la Lowing Her16.Mind.
The
Boulder. Colo., August
A Kill.
chapters of tragedies and sorrows inn
flicted by J. W. Reeves when he
ROBBERS GET SS.OUO
FROM GAMBLING HOUSE. lighted the torch which, started the
A
M.
August
Colo.,
dar destructive fire and caused the fatal
Sllverton,
took place explosion at Boulder last Friday is
Ing and successful hold-u- p
at 2:30 o'clock this not complete.
In Sllverton
The latest victim is the mother of
morning, when three masked and
armed robbers held up the Huib sa- Frank Klser, who has confessed that
loon and gambling house, owned by he was an accomplice of Reeves and
F. H. Slattery, who is loser to the is In prison. His mother's mind Is
From fifteen to giving way and If she does not beextent of $3,000.
twenty-fiv- e
patrons of the place were come a lunatic she is likely to die
grief. Her home was destroyed in
not molested in any way, 'but they of
hurt.
with
their the fire and she was badly
were forced to stand
officers who brought
The
hands aloft under threats of being Reeves Boulder
have re
to
Denver
Klser
and
and
shot dead whllei the saloon
home leaving instructions
eamfbllnsr table arid slot machines turnednobody
to
see the
allowed
be
that
were being looted.
the prisoners.
After getting all the money In sight
There1 is likely to ba strife over the
belonging to the saloon, the men esottered for the guilty parties,
caped through the iback door, mount- - reward
several
Boulder men claiming H.
.1
In the
Kr.aua on.l lnnnflrPfl
darkness. A posse is now on their I
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
trail.
chain and
Chance to get a pretty piece of FOUND Gold watch
charm. Owner can have same by
outing flannel at away down price, at
proving property at this office.
the Golden Rule this evening.
pur-pos-

We are showiDg some extremely nice things in light
and medium weight Suits,
especially adapted for school
wear at

REMARKABLY LOW PRICES
Are beiDg quoted on the remainder of our summer stock
$7.50 to $10.00 Per Suit

All of good quality and make.

We also have a big stock of
the new Fall Suits ready for
inspection. Our lines of Hats,
Shoes and Furnishings are
also complete

r,

CIlVyirkM

JIlUV11

er

.

CTCDM

The Central
Avenue Clothier

$169,-'88.2-

the-QrJ-

era,

.

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
(
Y

109 North rirat

sr.

ef Indian mad Maxlean Oaoda. Tha Chaapatt
Plaea to bay Navajo Blankala and Maxlean Drawn Work
yt t
Ordor Oaratully and Promptly rillod.
"MlfJCIads

Our. Black Cat stockings for men,
women and children outwear anyThey are a
thing on the market.
boon to everybody who has no time,
Inclination or ability for darning; 12 4
C. May's Shoe
to. 60 cents pair.
store, 314 West Central avenue.

CO

A

Card signs, "Rooms Tor Rent,"
"Board," etc for sale a tha office of American Block per ton.,
CerriUos Lump
The Evening CltUen.
Anthracite Nut
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, furnace sizes
DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS Clean Gas Coke
Smithing CoaL

ALL THE TIME

h

FOR CASH ONLY

$0..tO

.50

8.50

S.00
9.50

6.00

WOOD

INCREASING IN VALUE STEADILY, 15 TO 20 PER CENT. WE
HAVE BTVE HUNDRED DOLLARS Green LUMBER 5IELL WOOD. $9.50
WORTH OF SMALL STONES WE Factory
,
f.25
WILL SELL AT' IOWER PRICES
THAN THEY CAN BE BOUGHT AT
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door Soutli of Drug Stone.

W. H. HAHN & GO.

WE ARE STTLIi GETTING A FEW
NICE STRAWBERRIES. THE MONARCH GROCERY CO.
Don't forget ' the "Outing flannel
sale" at the Golden Rule store. It's
on today.

NORTH FIRST STREET
U5l7
Batwaan Railroad and Coppor Ava., Tel. 7
Refrigerators,, Garden Hose, Garden Tools

1

FraluMlva

None Better

OotlelanM

Lense Grinding done en Premise

Suif.
n
T

UNION
MEAT

OS

oO
0

MARKET

207

Every Thing in the
Meat Line First Class in

Sale Price Your Choice
Only $7m5Q Only

Quality
Best Prices Possible

All Black and Blue Suits Reserved
p Your Patronage Is Solicited
and Courteous Treatment

STUDY OUR GOIjD AVJSNUK WINDOWS

j

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
riT(r--

..

v

v

v.

XXXXX3

Assured.

ViJlnlU

U

UIIS,

If

u

VaVaVUVUU-'&Q- Ul

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

Alaska Refrigerators
White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers

H. B. Wallenhorst, Prop.
Phone 601
West Gold

We show 45 Men's two- - piece
Outing Suits worth from $8.00
to $13.50, hardly two alike"

p

MOWERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

Whan you dealro Abaoluto
Comfort In froporly rittod
Qlaaaaa Conault ua.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

10$. Second St.

-

LAWN

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

WATER
COOLERS

TREE PRUNERS

For Men On SPECIAL SALE

i im'M WMiv n

enter that Institution that
we have just received a big

(Continued from Page One.)
Stroup Elected PresI
deni of Bernalillo Court
and commercial bodies of a large
number of cities.
The applications were similar In
ty Association.
to those formulated by the

All Outins Suits

....

Opens up on the 10th, and
we wish. to announce to the
Students who are about to

B.
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THE UNIVERSITY

INSTITUTE

First Class Groceries and Meats
323 South Second

THE

Diamond

IS

STRIKE

GROWING MORE

COUNTY

LAMHflURI & COMPANY

A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

RVBfl
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Just Arrived

mm

CITIZEIT.

EIENINO

ALBUQUERQUE

TAGK KIGITT.

Garden Mose"and Lawn Mowers

0o
0
0o

Plumblno:

f)

"'..,?rol.,SS."Rr;y:5,:.r"

Hercules Powder
'

and

Mine and Mill

and

High Explosives

Supplies

Mail Orders Solicited

J

Albuquerque. Ne

Mexico

Q
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0
0
o
0
o
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